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ABSTRACT

Effective and intuitive physical human robot interaction (pHRI) requires an
understanding of how humans communicate movement intentions with one another. It has been
suggested that humans can guide another human by hand through complex tasks using force
information only. However, no clear and applicable paradigm has been set forth to understand
these relationships. While the human partner can readily understand and adhere to this
expectation, it would be difficult for anyone to explain their intuitive motions with strict rules,
algorithms, or steps. Uncovering such a procedural framework for the control of robotic systems
to execute expected performance simply from force and torque inputs would be the necessary first
step in realizing human-like pHRI. As such, this research is motivated to develop a procedural
framework that uses human forces and torques, and this information alone, to guide a robot, with
the goal that the robot’s performance would be comparable with that of a human. To accomplish
this goal, a process is presented for finding the signatures in human-human interaction force data
that infers the appropriate robot velocities using neural network training. The results uncovers a
number of signatures of physical interaction between humans. The importance of all available
force inputs, in this case six degrees of freedom, is made clear through qualitative and
quantitative data analysis. The relationship between the interaction forces and the robot velocities
are shown to be specific to a particular participant and cannot be generalized to others. The effect
of time delays present in human biomechanics is shown to manifest in the force-velocity
mapping, such that increased mapping performance is observed for 50-100 ms delays. All of the
results are demonstrated in a software robot simulation confirming the research’s impact. Our
work presents how human-generated interaction forces can be interpreted by a mobile robot for
effective pHRI in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
Since the 1980s numerous industries have seen the introduction of automation or
robotics, to complete specific tasks. Some of the first applications of widespread robotics
were in manufacturing, revolutionizing tasks such as painting and spot welding [1,
2]. Henry Ford is attributed with using automation at a vast scale in the manufacturing
on the Ford Model T [3]. In many of these cases, narrowly and specifically defined tasks
are preassigned to the robot, and requires only temporary input and maintenance from
human operators at pre-scheduled time intervals.
In more recent years, interactive robots have been developed in a variety of tasks
outside of manufacturing environments including patient rehabilitation and physical
medicine [4, 5, 6]. For example, surgical robots are used to help the world’s best
surgeons teleoperate to complete complex surgeries in other geographical regions; these
robots decrease costs and increases surgeon’s time utilization by minimizing the need for
doctors to travel onsite for operations [7, 8]. Workstation interactive robotic arms are
used in seated interaction experiments, rehabilitate arm and torso injuries, and study
hand-eye coordination [10, 11, 12]. Wearable exoskeleton robots can provide mobility to
a paralyzed individuals, and reduce human drudgery in performing repetitive medical
tasks [13, 14, 15].
The driving factor to adding such automation and robotic solutions is often driven
by a shortage of quality labor, cost containment, or demands to increase productivity. In
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healthcare application of robots, all of these factors are important considerations. For
example, physical therapists perform a variety of assistive tasks for human patients, such
as acting as a guide, leader, or safety system as their patients struggle to walk on their
own. Physical therapy, assistance or rehabilitation can also be mentally draining as
therapists provide compassion and emotional support to patients, whose conditions may
or may not ever improve [16]. Additionally, nursing requires significant physical
demands as nurses oftentimes find themselves bending, lifting, turning, stretching,
running, standing, and reaching in non-ergonomic positions to safely support their
patients. These types of activities routinely lead to workplace injury, mental and physical
burnout, and suboptimal care. The following quote from Bureau of Labor and Statistics
related to private industry summarizes this fact well, “In 2016, workplace hazards for
RNs resulted in 19,790 nonfatal injuries and illnesses that required at least 1 day away
from work, at an incidence rate of 104.2 cases per 10,000 full-time workers” [17]. As the
World’s aging population seeks to maintain their sense of freedom and quality of life,
there is expected to be a marked increase in demand for nursing services for an industry
already struggling to meet current demands, “The nursing field is projected by The
Bureau of Labor and Statistics to grow 15% from 2016 to 2020, much faster than the
average occupation.” [18]. Hence, in patient care and nursing applications such as
physical therapy, assistance or rehabilitation, there is a potential for robots to contribute
to quality and productivity. Aside from the nursing industry, many family and friends of
disabled and elderly individuals serve as temporary or full-time caregivers. They suffer
many of the challenges that nurses encounter, with added limitations; such as a lack of
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access to proper facilities that have been designed for the disabled or elderly care, limited
training on how to properly assist their disabled loved ones, and inadequate personal
protection equipment. For these reasons, and many more, injuries in the home, to both
caregivers and patients, are more common that injuries sustained in proper facilities and
have a higher rate of going unreported [19]. The tasks associated with assisting elderly
and disabled patients in the nursing industry are shared with informal home-based
caregivers; these tasks can be made safer and physically less demanding with the use of
properly designed robots. Given the shortage of nurses and the ambition of families to
retain a sense of freedom and mobility, home healthcare will remain important for the
overall healthcare system and should be provided resources to assist caregivers.
Despite the advances in robotics, for robots to assist human movement in the
above scenarios, there remains a considerable barrier between technology and humans
related to human-like interaction. Patients expect movement to be communicated,
sometimes with subtle non-verbal cues. They expect a caregiver to understand their
intentions to move in a certain way. The speed and direction of motion are oftentimes
implied through the physical interaction itself, yet vary considerably based on a variety of
factors, including daily movement constraints, such as a sore shoulder from the night
before or a leg that is improving. In addition, patients expect their caregivers to move in a
way that is compassionate, confident, supportive, and evolving, in short, personable and
human-like.
How, then, can one develop a robot that provides human-like physical
interaction? The key is in interpreting the interaction forces that humans provide to each
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other. Clearly, humans understand each other’s intentions when communicating their
movement goals through forces, like when a helper guides an elderly person to walk
across the room, or when two people cooperate in moving a table. What, then, is encoded
in the interaction forces that allow such successful communication? A few studies have
looked at physical human-human interaction and their related forces; however, it is yet
unclear how the interaction forces are processed and interpreted by a human, and whether
such interpretation is general enough to be useful for guiding a robot [20, 21, 22]. In
order to address these questions, one first needs to study the forces between humans
during an assistive task and analyze its implications to the resulting human movement.
To this end, the goal of this research project in physical human robot interaction
(pHRI) is to understand, describe, and define a process to utilize human-provided
interaction forces to design robots that assist humans in a way that feels natural,
personable and human-like. If successful, the outcome of this research will guide the
design of robot controllers that understands human intentions and generate human-like
responses in movement.

1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Main problem: Given interaction forces, define a process for how a mobile robot
base can be controlled to resemble human-like motion.
This research focuses on a specific scenario that is often times encountered in
bedrooms, living rooms, hospital waiting rooms, and hallways; helping the patient
walk/navigate across spaces. The “helper,” or leader, would take into consideration the
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weight and strength of the patient. A mental note will be made of any physical ailments,
hearing or sight impairments, and level of independence. The process may continue by
surveying the room, noting obstacles, barriers, trip hazards, steps, glass, and other people,
and attempting to plan a route to safely navigate the environment. In this case, there are
two individuals that both have the same goal location identified, informally, the helper
has taken on the role as a leader and the patient as the follower, they will move across a
room with a flat ground at a constant speed. The leader has a desired path she plans to
execute, the follower has sparse knowledge of the leader’s desired path. The two
individuals are holding hands, to support and guide one another. There is no verbal
communication; non-verbal communication excludes hand squeezing, head signaling,
gaze suggestion, or the like. Finally, movement will be initiated by one of the two
individuals. As the pair move across the room there will be a constant negotiation of
verbal and non-verbal cues of how each person is expecting the other to move. Based on
the cues, both individuals will make resulting movements, i.e. changes in velocity.
The situation described above provides an example of a helper assisting an
impaired patient. To study the interaction forces in this scenario and to guide robot
development from analysis of forces, the practical problem is decomposed into technical
framework for the solution offered by the accompanying research.

1.3. TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK
Define human-likeness in robot terms: velocities, stability, kinematics, and
dynamics
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Human-like motion, expresses the idea that there is quasi-inherent 2D trajectory
one would expect a human to traverse when being led by another individual, with
associated reasonable forces. Throughout this research, the term forces is generally used
to refer to forces and torques. Human-likeness is apparent by 2D movement on a plane
that has human-like signatures encoded within them; which is apparent by observation
and subjective analysis, but difficult to quantify. This human-like performance is the
combined result of 2D velocities a person produces over time. Human-like motion is
therefore synonymous with human-like velocities. A considerable problem is then
defining a process that a robot, as opposed to a human, needs to move human-like. Given
the reasons in the following sections, the velocities for a human versus those for a robot
to behave human-like differ drastically.
Additionally, this research focuses on using a specific robot platform for human
interaction, a differential drive wheeled mobile robot. This robot platform has kinematic
and dynamic constraints that must be adhered to, to ensure safety and stability. How to
define the velocities that are required to move the robot that adheres to human-like
motion, yet does not violate kinematic and dynamic constraints, and produces stable
performance of a differential drive, wheeled mobile robot with smooth bounded control
signals, presents an added level of complexity to the problem. More details related to the
robot platform are offered in the following sections.
The practical situation described above, was reproduced with appropriate
constraints, in an experimental environment, to collect, analyze and study the non-verbal
cues that are communicated between two individuals, and the resulting velocities from
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these cues. While it is clear that a relationship, or mapping, exists between the forces and
velocities, making sense of this relationship is a sizable problem for the reasons listed
below.
The data is multidimensional. Even in the non-verbal form with two individuals
simply holding hands, at least six degrees of freedom are being communicated. While the
singular degrees of freedom are discernable, combinations of directions become much
more complex. Figure 1.1 shows an example of the complexity of force interaction. If the
leader is pulling the patient forward while simultaneously rotating their hand around the Y axis, it may imply to move faster and rotate around the leader (a). If the follower pulls
in an off diagonal direction, it may imply to the leader to walk more slowly or to move
closer to the patient (b). The problem is intensified when magnitudes are included with
the six degrees of freedom. If the leader increases the force applied in pulling the patients
hand in the backward direction and to the left, it could be to tell the patient to step around
an obstacle that is very close or to stop immediately (c); or the patient may apply
abnormally high torques to signal that they are losing their balance (d).
The data is highly nonlinear. The degree for margin of error of expected direction
and speed for a given set of force inputs is considerable and vary nonlinearly. Many times
these highly nonlinear features are important for human-like sensation. This nonlinearity
must be captured in the analysis to reproduce human-like motion. Traditionally, robots
expect very specific steps and commands that do not vary considerably, but instead are
guided linearly and programmed in an algorithmic fashion. These traditional control
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algorithms do not produce the commands necessary to generate stochastic human-like
movement necessary for human-like performance.

Figure 1.1 Complexity Of Force Interaction
(a) leader pulling follower forward and rotating (b) followers pulling leader closer;
(c) leader applying high force (d) followers losing balance [72, 73]

The data’s force to velocity mapping is non intuitive. Currently, there are no
algorithms that relate human interaction forces to robot velocities. This is a non-trivial
task. The force data contains components that are fundamentally different from one
another, units for linear force are in Newtons, and rotational torque in N*m. As a result,
the scale, or magnitude of the data varies considerably. Further, the mapping algorithm
would need to take into consideration large amounts of multidimensional datasets.
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Finding this mapping poses a considerable problem, of which, this research offers a
solution.
Human interaction, even under the prescribed constraints, contains a rich amount
of data that can be used to understand human motion, however, to-date there has not
existed a framework to understand this relationship. We solve this problem by presenting
a framework which utilizes a multilayer perceptron, artificial neural network to capture
the necessary velocities, stability, constraints, dimensionality, nonlinearity, and mapping.

1.4. OUR HYPOTHESES
With the above scenario and technical framework, our main hypotheses for this
research are as follows:
1. In physical human-human interaction, forces encode the leader’s intention about
the desired follower’s movement (trajectory / velocities).
2. The interaction forces can be decoded into command variables for a robot
follower to generate a human-like movement.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. OVERVIEW
The goal of this research is to describe, a process of how to control a wheeled
mobile robot base, using a model-based control algorithm, to exhibit human-like
performance; with applications in assisting elderly and rehabilitating patients. A
summary of literature review is presented below, initially focusing on the emerging field
of physical human-robot or human-human interactions with special consideration to
“roles.” Followed by the extensive mobile robotics modeling and control areas, and their
many nonlinear controllers. While the research for these two individual areas are vast,
and growing, the intersection between the two, particularly focused on human-like robot
interaction is yet limited.

2.2. PHYSICAL HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION
Defining human-likeness is an area that has not been addressed, in detail, within
the literature, largely because of its subjectivity. Even amongst humans, the performance
of different human assistants, or partners, can vary drastically based on a variety of
factors. What remains constant, however, is the human’s subjective ability to assess
whether a physical interaction is performed in a congenial way, or not. In this regard,
human’s evaluation of a pHRI is, although subjective, a good way to measure the humanlikeliness of that interaction. However, robots used in pHRI experiments in the
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literature are not focused on controlling the robot to exhibit a human-like performance.
The following articles attempt to address challenges related to this.
Robot Control Using Neural Networks uses a two dimensional robotic
manipulator, with a neural network to control orientation corrections, the performance is
assessed by the position errors [23]. End Effector Target Position Learning Using
Feedforward With Error Back-Propagation And Recurrent Neural Networks is very
similar to the previous, but uses trajectory segments and a recurrent neural network [24].
These papers are focused on controlling robotic manipulator arms, as opposed to mobile
robot bases which is the focus of the proposed research. Further, the considered systems
of equations, control algorithms, and performance are drastically different than that of a
mobile robot.
Neural Network-Based Autonomous Navigation For A Homecare Mobile Robot
also uses a recurrent neural network, and assesses the robot’s performance with LIDAR
localization [25]. It uses only simple commands such as straight, right, left, and stop.
Synthesis Of An Interactive Haptic Dancing Partner produces a human model from
motion capture data to control the “step size” of a “mobile haptic interface” [26]. These
discrete, simple control commands are in direct contrast to the continuous commands
provided by the approach suggested in this research. The simple commands from the
literature, are not practical for real-world applications when human-likeness is of
importance, the research’s focus was instead on navigation. Further, no discussion was
offered on the robot’s theoretical derivation, or a specific kinematic or dynamic
constraints for robot platform implementation.
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Evaluation By Expert Dancers Of A Robot That Performs Partnered Stepping Via
Haptic Interaction uses a simple admittance controller to control a mobile robot bases’
velocity proportional to forces applied to an end effector [27]. A Direct Physical Interface
For Navigation And Positioning Of A Robotic Nursing Assistant focuses on the design of
a Direct Physical Interface, but uses a game controller’s tilt angle combined with the
forces and displacements of a robot’s manipulator to control a robot’s velocity [28].
Essential Considerations For Design And Control Of Human-Interactive Robots studied
the interaction between passive and active systems and used a simple admittance
controller [29]. The Role of Roles Physical Cooperation Between Humans And Robots,
however, studied the effect of three different types of role assignments: 1. Assign roles at
the beginning and keep them constant. 2. Continuous adjustment of roles given human
feedback. 3. Discretization of the second approach. A PD controller is then implemented
on an omnidirectional robot that is sharing the task of moving a large object in
collaboration with a human. Analysis of performance was primarily conducted with one
way repeated measures analysis of variance, post-hoc student t-tests with Bonferroni
correction, and 20 question surveys [30]. Control Of A Robot Dancer For Enhancing
Haptic Human Robot Interaction In Waltz used an extended Kalman filter to “infer”
human motion (i.e. stride length) [31]. The error between the estimated stride length and
the robot’s actual motion is used to calculate a “virtual force.” This virtual force is used
alongside the actual force to make an admittance controller. All of these papers focus on
very simple admittance of PD controllers. Unlike the techniques from the proposed
research, these controllers do not take into account time series human experiment data,
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instead, it reads data in real-time and applies the necessary control. The performance, in
general, is stiff and mechanical, not human-like.
Many of these papers use a joystick type control algorithm, with simple
commands, which yields stiff mechanical performance, which does not resemble humanlike interaction. Little consideration is given to the physical robot platforms, particularly
involving kinematics, dynamics, and mathematical proof of system stability.
Additionally, much of the existing work is focused on general-purpose robotic
manipulators or legged/bipedal robots whose dynamics and control still warrants
improvement, as opposed to wheeled ground mobile robots. There is oftentimes no
consideration offered to the time sensitive nature of the human interaction data.

2.3. PHYSICAL HUMAN-HUMAN INTERACTION
While the idea of human interaction can be complex, what makes the problem
more complex is that some have suggested that during such interactions the roles and
methods of communication between two participants are constantly changing. This
complicates the interpretation of the interaction force, which is a result of the interaction
of both humans and not necessarily caused by just one person. Perspectives On HumanHuman Sensorimotor Interactions For The Design Of Rehabilitation Robots focused on
how human interactive roles change as a person is rehabilitated [33]. Further, they
explored the effect of variable role assignment in the rate of rehabilitation improvement
and made claims that there should be performance error augmentation as opposed to
minimization. Role Determination In Human-Human Interaction introduced
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conductorship and executor roles that are assigned dynamically based on sensed
acceleration [34]. All of the mentioned papers focused on modeling or understanding
human interaction, not applying the results directly to robotics. Small Forces That Differ
With Prior Motor Experience Can Communicate Movement Goals designed over ground
experiments, with visual tasks, to test human interaction during dancing tasks [35]. They
limited the mobility space to only forward and backward motions and experimented with
combining practitioners of different experience levels (expert-expert, expert-novice, and
novice-novice). These papers were not focused on determining human-likeness, instead,
they were interested in learning the type of data being communicated during human
experiments. While some of the papers made suggestions as to what the data’s results
may imply for robot control, none implemented their theories in simulation or hardware.
The proposed research offers recommendations based on software simulation of results.
Control-theoretic Model Of Haptic Human-Human Interaction In A Pursuit
Tracking Task focused exclusively on modeling human interaction during joint object
manipulation using a novel extended McRuer’s Crossover model [36]. Worth noting, The
Role Of Roles Physical Cooperation Between Humans And Robots Mortl, et. al, and
many others have used surveys of human participants to gauge the human-likeness of
their robots [37]. Subjects indicate their level of agreement or disagreement based on a
series of questions. The average of the subjects’ responses is then used for the evaluation
of the factors such as “mental demand, physical demand, effort, collaboration,
interaction, predictability, trust, human-likeness, etc.” These papers attempted to assess
human experiment performance, either subjectively or using participant surveys. These
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techniques however are only used with human interaction type experiments, not humanrobot experiments. The proposed research uses these established ideas to assess humanrobot interaction.

2.4. MOBILE ROBOT CONTROL
The robot’s discussed in the previous section yield mechanical, non-human-like,
performance; additionally, limited consideration is made as to assessing the robot’s
performance in terms of human likeness. The robot platforms used in the research focuses
on omnidirectional, legged robots, or workstation platforms with extensive linear control
and modelling techniques. Few focused on differential drive wheeled mobile robots as a
candidate for interactive robots. Although wheeled robot may not appear human-like in
its form and function, rich body of well-established work on its design and control may
help simplify the already complex technical aspect and analysis involving humans. In this
section, we present an overview of the trajectory control of wheeled mobile robots, with
the intention to use them as a robot follower guided by the interaction forces from
humans.
2.4.1. Differential Drive Robot Model. “Robot kinematics deal with the
configuration of robots in their workspace, the relations between their geometric
parameters, and the constraints imposed in their trajectories” [38]. They represent the
relationship between robot velocities in a local frame (i.e. a frame attached to the robot)
and the Cartesian velocities of the robot in a global inertial frame. Traditionally mobile
robot modeling, is simplified to a rolling disk, or a set of disks, on a flat surface with no
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skidding (i.e. the generalized velocities are not allowed to take on arbitrary velocities)
this is oftentimes referred to as the nonholonomic constraint [38]. This constraint has
important implications to motions the robot can execute and consequently, the motions
that are allowable with the human-human, and human-robot, experiments. From this
simple model, many linear approximation based, and nonlinear wheeled mobile robot
control paradigms, have been developed since the early 1980’s.
The kinematics are represented as in Equations (1) and (2):

q = S ( q )v

(1)

 x
q =  y 
 

(2)

where S(q) provides a mapping from the robot velocities to the robot pose velocities. S(q)
can be defined in several different ways, based on how v is defined, as stated previously,
it is derived from the geometrical constraints of a disk rolling without slipping and
skidding. With v defined as in Equation (3), in terms of the linear and angular velocities
of a robot. If defined using this convention, S(q) is represented in Equation (4):

v
v= 
 

(3)
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cos( ) −d sin( ) 
S =  sin( ) d cos( ) 
 0

1

(4)

If v is defined as in (5), in terms of the angular velocities of the wheels, S(q) is
given by (6):

 
v =  1
 2 

(5)

r
r

 2b ( b cos( ) − d sin( ) ) 2b ( b cos( ) + d sin( ) ) 


r
r

S=
( b sin( ) + d cos( ) )
( b sin( ) − d cos( ) ) 
 2b
2b


r
r


−


2b
2b

(6)

The two variations of the kinematic velocities, (3) and (5), are related by a linear
relationship given in Equations (7) and (8)

v=

r
(1 + 2 )
2

(7)

=

r
(1 + 2 )
2b

(8)

The dynamics for a general wheeled mobile robot are given by (9):
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M (q)q + Vm (q, q)q + F (q) + G(q) +  d = B(q) − AT (q)

(9)

these dynamics are not used for control purposes due to the constraints matrix A. The
constraints matrix can be eliminated by pre-multiplying by S T , substituting q = S (q )v
and q = S (q)v + S (q)v , resulting in (10):

M (q)v + Vm (q, q)v + F (q) + G(q) +  d = 

(10)

The differential drive mobile robot’s system of equations can be placed in the
following generalized form, where (11) are the generalized dynamics and (12) is the
generalized kinematics:

x = f ( x) + g ( x)u (t )

(11)

q = S ( q )v

(12)

Equation (11) above represents a general nonlinear non-affine system. If g(x) is
linear, the system is an affine control system; not to be confused with control-affine
systems or affine-in-control systems. The general differential drive robot kinematics are
not affine control systems given that S(q) is nonlinear, however, since S(q) contains only
smooth vectors, the system is categorized as a control-affine system. Even though the
system can be written in a standard linear algebra form, the system should be clearly
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identified as nonlinear. Additionally, if f ( x) = 0 the system is driftless which is a
mathematical way of stating the equations represent the kinematics [39].
Given that the system is nonlinear, linear methods for testing controllability fail;
instead the nonlinear equivalent, ‘accessibility rank condition’ must be used. Unlike the
linear case, this controllability ‘does not imply the existence of stabilizing smooth static
state feedback [instead] it confirms the ability to steer a unicycle model to any position
and orientation on a flat ground.’ A complete proof is provided in Nonlinear Control
Design for Mobile Robots [40].
Brockett theorem provides insight as to how to develop mobile robotics control
algorithms, the theorem states that essentially ‘no linear controller exists that can
completely stabilize a differential drive robot.’ For a more thorough explanation of
Brockett’s theorem see Explicit Design Of Time-Varying Stabilizing Control Laws For A
Class Of Controllable Systems Without Drift and Differential Geometric Control Theory
[41, 42]. In Brockett’s Necessary Conditions And The Stabilization Of Nonlinear Control
Systems, Michot uses Brockett's Theorem to show that kinematic (or driftless) affine
nonlinear systems are not stabilizable to a point using continuously differentiable controls
[43]. The theorem is also used to show that nonholonomic systems are not C1 stabilizable
to a point. This one reference provides an explanation of nonholonomic systems in
mathematical terms, proof that a vertical disk is nonholonomic and a kinematic control
system of a vertical disk in affine form. Additionally, Pomet goes explains how kinematic
systems are special forms of affine systems. These papers are seminal in placing
important constraints on the robot’s possibly control algorithms. It asserts that many of
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the controllers used in human robot interaction are mathematically guaranteed not to
stabilize the robot to a point, depending on the approach of the research, this may be an
important point. In the case of this research it is important and justifies the use of the
kinematic controller.
2.4.2. Differential Drive Robot Control. The general robotics literature has
produced many nonlinear controllers which have been proven from mathematical,
software and hardware perspectives to produce small 2D trajectory tracking errors, as
well as other performance expectations. Including the computed torque controller and the
seminal kinematic controller suggested by Kanayama in 1990, the proof is contained in A
Stable Tracking Control Method For An Autonomous Mobile Robot and used by Fierro
in Control of a Nonholonomic Mobile Robot Using Neural Network Control, as well as
many other papers [44, 58]. Fierro, R., and F.l. Lewis In Practical Point Stabilization Of
A Nonholonomic Mobile Robot Using Neural Networks circa 1996, uses an alternate
model, with similar performance but a more robust proof. [45]. The second of these two
controllers are utilized in this research, and will be revisited in the following sections

V=

1 2
1
e1 + e2 2 ) + (1 − cos(e3 ) )
(
2
k2

(13)

vr cos(e3 ) + k1e1


vc = 

r + k2 vr e2 + k3vr sin(e3 ) 

(14)

e32
k4 2
2
V = ( e1 + e2 ) +
2
2

(15)
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 vr cos(e3 ) + k1e1 

vc = 
 k2 vr sin(e3 ) e2 + k3e3 
e3



(16)

After solving the robot’s fundamental control problem, the literature began to
shift its focus toward addressing estimation and control of unknown/stochastic variables
in the robot’s operation. Control of Wheeled Mobile Robots An Experimental Overview
provides a comprehensive analysis of mobile robotics and control, summarizing much of
the previous work [46]. Modelling And State Feedback Control Of Nonholonomic
Mechanical Systems assumes the process to be controlled has a high level of complexity,
such as, time delay, high order effects, modeling nonlinearities, vague systems without
precise mathematical models, and structural uncertainties, the performance of a PID
control system becomes unsatisfactory and fails to guarantee the requirements in most of
the practical situations [47]. Fuzzy adaptive PID is used in this paper to avoid obtaining a
mathematical model of the robot. Mobile Robot Path Tracking Using A Robust PID
Controller, uses a PID controller to control a powered steering wheel (the robot heading
being the control variable), the linear velocity of the robot (and thus the fixed wheels
speeds) are set to a constant speed [48]. The error in orientation is used to determine the
steering angle. Similar to the previous paper, Mobile Robot Tracking Of Pre-Planned
Paths uses a P controller, applied to the steered castor wheel, the linear velocity of the
robot is set to a constant speed [49]. The error in y position, compared to a desired
trajectory is used to determine the steering angle. Genetic Algorithms For Trajectory
Tracking Of Mobile Robot Based On PID Controller suggests that PID controllers alone
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gives poor performance in the presence of noise and external disturbances, and introduces
a genetic algorithm to predict the reference trajectory during situations where
communication between the actual robot and virtual robot are interrupted [50]. In Control
Of Nonholonomic Wheeled Mobile Robots Via i-PID Controller unknown system
dynamic terms are estimated using the measurements of the input and output of the
system, the primary contribution of this work is the switching between different control
schemes due to peculiarities in the robot’s model [51].
In regard to physical human robot interaction, however, these controllers have
several very important shortcomings. Many of the traditional controllers require selection
of gain values, which change depending on operating conditions. These gain values have
to be selected experimentally, and can be time consuming to tune properly. Since the
primary interacting system for the robot being developed in this research is highly time
dependent, these gains would need to be tuned often and is impractical for this
application. Furthermore, state of the art controllers for mobile robotics are focused
directly or indirectly on pose data as feedback, their currently exist no mobile robotics
controllers for human robot interaction that use force and torque feedback as their
guiding measure.
In all of the proposed controllers for differential drive robot platforms, the linear
and angular velocities of the robots are directly or indirectly used as the control variables.
Much of the existing literature is derived with these velocities due to their direct
applicability to robot simulation and hardware implementation, it is the only possible
control variable that has been suggested. As such, the proposed research uses the same
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control variables, this allows the research to be possibly extended to similar algorithms in
the future. In the analysis and control of the robot developed in this research, the robot’s
dynamics were not considered in modeling and simulating performance directly. This
decision was made after surveying the above literature and noting the limited effect that
such considerations will have on the proposed application.
What is clear from the literature presented in both physical human robot
interaction and pure robotics is that traditional measures of assessing robot performance,
such as mean squared error of a two dimensional robot trajectory in comparison to a
reference trajectory, or mathematical convergence of chosen output variables through
Lyapunov proofs, is not suitable for human-likeness assessment of pHRI.
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3. METHODS

Figure 3.1 Data and experiment research process

The move toward physical human robot interaction, requires smooth and humanlike interaction. Humans guiding one another has been shown to communicate intent
using forces and torques applied to a commonly shared object. It has been suggested that
humans can guide one another through complex tasks using only this information,
however, no clear rigorous paradigm has been set forth to understand these relationships.
When humans apply a force to a commonly shared object the intention of the human to
move their partner can be viewed, in robot terms, as a trajectory or velocity command.
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The participant applying the force has a preconceived expectation as to how fast and to
what location their partner is going to move. While the human partner can readily
understand and adhere to this expectation, it would be difficult for anyone to explain their
intuitive motions with strict rules, algorithms, or steps. Without such a procedural
framework it is difficult for robotic systems to execute expected performance simply
from force and torque inputs. As such, this research is motivated to develop a procedural
framework, see Figure 3.1, which uses human forces and torques, and this information
alone, to guide a robot, with hopes that the robot’s performance would be consistent with
that of a human.

3.1. APPROACH

Figure 3.2 Steps of research process

There are four fundamental questions this research seeks to answer; they are
briefly introduced here to better motivate the experiment design, and examined more
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closely in the results and discussion section. Figure 3.2 shows the steps of the research
process.
Q0: Are there signatures in the human-human interaction force data to infer the
appropriate robot velocities? Another way of stating this question may be, is there a
strong correlation between the raw force data and robot kinematic control velocities? We
examine this notion in detail, quantitatively, using the Pearson's product-moment
correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination, as well as, qualitatively, using
marginal distribution and residual plots. The motivation behind this question being, if
there is a clear signature or correlation, the neural network should be practically
guaranteed to provide good results, however, if there is no clear signature or correlation,
is it possible that salient features lie within the data, non-apparent to the researcher, that
the mapping algorithm can draw upon, to still provide good results.
Q0-1: A sub question to the first is the following: Do forces and moments in
certain directions contain most of the human robot interaction signature information such
that training the neural network with this data alone gives good performance? If there are
signatures in the six variables for force and velocity relationship (Q0), perhaps only a
subset of the force data needs to be used to understand the mapping appropriately.
Indeed, if the movement trajectory is 2D, it is not unreasonable to assume that only forces
and moments on this 2D plane would contain movement intention. The subset is chosen
through intuitive reasoning of the experiment’s design. If this hypothesis is supported, it
provides the mapping algorithm a variety of benefits related to efficiency, and suggests
important conclusions to physical human interaction force communication.
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Q1: Does the neural network generalize across different participants? If a
mapping is found to exist between the interaction forces and the resulting velocities for a
given participant, how well does that mapping work for other participant(s)? This is a
way of testing the universality of a participant’s data and its associated neural network.
Q2: Does force inputs from near past time better predict the robot’s current
velocity than current forces? It is well known that human motor control comes with
signal delays from nerves [58]. Then, it is reasonable to assume that there is similar delay
between the input forces to the output motion during human-human interaction. If a
mapping is found to exist between forces and velocities for a given participant, what
effect does forces applied at different times, particularly forces applied some small time
before the current time’s velocity have on the robot’s ability to establish a mapping?
Q3: Does the proposed method yield a robot with human-like performance, if so,
can it be demonstrated and/or implemented? This is a practical engineering question. The
evaluation of which will be assessed by naive participant analysis. The focus being the
participant’s visual subjective identification of human-like signatures in the robot’s
performance.
By studying these hypotheses, the research may produce several important
conclusions that have not been examined, in detail, within the existing literature. It
provides the novelty of this work.
1. A mobile robot base mapping algorithm that uses human interaction forces to
produce a “human-follower like” trajectory, effectively finding a mapping
between forces and torques to robot control velocities.
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2. An initial assessment of the effectiveness and feasibility of using a wheeled
mobile robot for human-robot interaction, as opposed to bipedal or legged robots.
3. A proposed method to analyze human-likeness of a robot control algorithm given
the robot’s performance.
4. A method connecting human velocities to robot velocities.
The summary of our approach is as follows. To collect the necessary forces and
torques, human-human experiments were designed using a force transducer to acquire the
interaction forces, and a high speed motion capture camera system to obtain the positions
and velocities of the force sensor over time. The hardware presented in the following
sections are used as a defacto state-of-the-art in human-human experiments in the pHRI
community, and therefore justifies its use. The human-human experiments exhibit levels
of nonlinearity in the data that pose considerable challenges in control and estimation.
The necessary robot velocities are obtained using the traditional kinematic controller
introduced in the literature review section. Each individual human experiment trial 2D
trajectory was imported into a robot simulation environment and used as the reference
trajectory for the differential drive robot and kinematic controller. The relevant data
window of the trajectory was then exported from the Virtual Robotics Experimentation
Platform (VREP) simulation, now including the kinematic velocities with the data. The
correlation, or lack thereof, between the forces and velocities was explored using
qualitative and quantitative methods for each force component related to each velocity
output.
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A multilayer perceptron feedforward artificial neural network was then used to
find the unknown, nonlinear mapping between the forces and the necessary robot
velocities. The neural network, trained with human-human experiment data and
kinematic controller robot velocities, will provide control values that will be sent to the
robot, based on unlabeled force inputs. This unlabeled data may be from a database or
provided in real-time. A differential drive, wheeled mobile robot is used to simulate the
algorithm’s performance; primarily due to their hardware and control design simplicity,
extensive foundational research, and limited application in pHRI despite such
advantages.
The initial steps of the research’s experiments include properly acquiring the
human-human data through hardware selection, programming, and system integration;
with special considerations to sampling rates, timing of signals, bandwidth, sensitivity,
human interaction experiment design, data correlation, and robot constraints. The
preliminary data acquisition steps can broadly be categorized in terms of the National
Instruments Data Acquisition system, to measure forces and torques; the Optitrack
Motion Capture camera system, to measure the 2D pose of the force sensor; and the
proper design of the human-human experiment, to collect data. With the data properly
acquired, the correlation between the forces and kinematic control velocities were
examined both qualitatively and quantitatively to guide in the selection of the neural
network parameters and to tune the mapping algorithm. Hypotheses related to the data
mapping are then discussed in further detail.
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3.2. FORCE SENSOR AND DAQ

Figure 3.3 Force senor data collection equipment

The force and torque data acquisition system, Figure 3.3, consisted of the ATI
Industrial Automation FT28284 mini45 six axis force and torque transducer, with the
ATI Industrial Automation FTMUX mux box using the metric SI-290-10 calibration
(Table 3.1). The following table provides the sensing ranges and resolution [59].
Since the sensor is being carried during human-human experimentation, it is
important to note the physical dimensions of the sensor. It weighs 0.0917 kg, has a
diameter of 45 mm, and a height of 15.7 mm. It measures three degrees of translational
force, and three of rotational torque, the axes are defined via Figure 3.4 [59].
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Table 3.1 Calibration for force sensor data

Figure 3.4 Axes and dimension definition for force sensor

A National Instrument USB-6210 provides the conditioned force and torque
voltage data to a USB connected computer at approximately 100 Hz. The computer can
run a variety of different programs to read data at the predefined user rate from the
DAQ’s 4,095 sample buffer. The DAQ has a maximum data acquisition speed of 250
kS/s for both single and multichannel operations. The proposed experiments were
operated in multichannel mode, with a timing resolution of 50 ns, and accuracy of 50
ppm (parts per million). The sensitivity and bandwidth, depends on the voltage range, as
provided in the table below. By default the DAQ voltage range, which was used in the
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case of the proposed experiments, is -10 to 10 Volts, see Table 3.2 for more
specifications.

Table 3.2 Specifications for force sensor

The force sensor and mux box connects to the ATI Industrial Automation FTCTL
Force/Torque Sensor Controller System power amplifier via the transducer input; the NI
DAQ connects via the analog output. The National Instrument Labview software is used
to collect the six force and six torque data in real-time, and generate a text file afterwards.

3.3. OPTITRACK
Eighteen high-speed, Optitrack Flex 3 USB cameras, with an average latency of
10 ms, cover an area of 24 feet square, to collect the motion of two human participants.
The cameras track five reflective markers, placed on the force sensor as previously
discussed, at 100 frames per second. The five markers are consolidated into a rigid body,
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to uniformly capture the individual marker movements as one cohesive unit. The centroid
of which provides the motion data in terms of the X, Y, Z positions of the centroid
relative to a user defined global frame of reference, and the related Euler orientations.
The camera system uses a y-up, right-hand, coordinate system. The error in
marker position can vary, depending on calibration error, below is a sample calibration
summary for the condition that data was collected under. This summary is the highest
level of accuracy that the system can obtain, classified by Optitrack as “Exceptional” (see
Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Screenshot of Motive showing calibration results

Human-human experiment data is then exported from Optitrack’s data collection
software, Motive, via an Excel file. The Excel file contained several important
considerations regarding translational and orientation conventions [63, 64, 65, 66, 67].
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3.4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 3.6 Force sensor during bias calculation on floating stand

The force sensor in Figure 3.6 was affixed to a custom stand that allowed the
force sensor to ‘float,’ at the beginning and end of each experiment. “Experiment,” is
conveniently termed a “block” through the rest of this report. During this time the force
sensor was calibrated; this float state was defined as the force sensor’s bias, or ground
truth. The force sensor’s orientation on the stand defined its initial starting orientation.
The starting orientation and 2D location (origin) being consistent from block to block. In
each experiment, the force sensor handle location was considered to be the "follower"
location as perceived by the leader.
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Figure 3.7 Experiment test area with participants

At the start of a block, the leader would retrieve the force sensor from location (1)
and complete a short calibration procedure at location (2). The calibration procedure was
performed by axially moving the force sensor on the calibration apparatus to generate the
necessary calibration data. This allows the data from the force sensor and Optitrack to be
correlated in post processing. The leader would then move to location (3). One of the four
predefined trajectories would randomly be identified as the selected trajectory of interest.
The follower would be notified that the experiment had begun and the leader would begin
moving from location (3) to location (4). See Figure 3.7 for a visual representation.
During data collection, the leader made a note to attempt to keep the force
sensor’s axes consistent with that of the global coordinate system and the original
orientation, with the only exception being the yaw axis. The data acquisition mux box
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was attached to the leading participant, and the force sensor was shared between the
leader and follower participants.

Figure 3.8 Human-Human experiment trajectories

The point previously mentioned of traversing one of the four predefined paths at
random is worth some elaboration. By randomly selecting one of the four paths (Figure
3.8), the follower only has some limited knowledge of where the leader is going to move.
This makes the data during the experiment much more similar to a real life situation. The
above trajectories were traversed by the human leader at a reasonably slow, constant
walking speed to collect the human-human interaction data (approximately 1 m/s). There
were no stops, and motion was always in the forward direction. The desired trajectory
consisted of linear and curvilinear path segments. No movements were made more than
90 degrees of the original starting orientation in reference to the Optitrack defined yaw.
The experiments were designed such that the motions and trajectories for data collection
should minimize motions that considerably invoke the robot’s dynamics; namely,
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velocities and accelerations were kept small, sharp/abrupt motions were excluded, and
the operating surface static and flat. These considerations are important to take into
account the limitations given by the robot’s kinematics and dynamics and ensures that
human trajectories from the experiments are executable by the robot.
While traversing these trajectories the above head Optitrack camera system
recorded the force sensor’s position and orientation. A constant data stream was recorded
for a block of trials, each block consisting of six trials. A trial being defined as the data
collected when the human-human pair walked from the starting point of the trajectory (3)
to the end point of the trajectory (4). In post processing the force data and Optitrack data
were aligned based on the calibration steps performed at location (2). Principally, the
force data was shifted forward or backward, such that the peaks of the force sensor’s data
matched the peaks of the Optitrack data. Signatures in the individual blocks were then
noted to identify the six individual trials. These individual trials were annotated and
separated into individual files along with their corresponding forces and torques, for
further processing.
The human participants were recruited under the rules and regulations set forth by
the CITI Program Human Subjects Research protocol, and the entire experimentation
process was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Missouri S&T. Data was
collected on the participants and anonymized. Below are the statistics for the human
participants in Table 3.3. The leader remained a constant for all experiments.
Experiments were scheduled to accommodate the participant’s schedules and lasted for
approximately two weeks of testing.
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Table 3.3 Participants and leader information
Participant #

Height

Age

Gender

Leader

5’ 10”

23

Female

1

5’ 6”

23

Female

2

5’ 2”

21

Female

3

6’ 0”

21

Male

4

5’ 11”

20

Male

5

5’ 6”

21

Female

6

5’ 5”

22

Male

After experimentation, a questionnaire was administered to the participants and
can be found in the appendix. The questionnaire focused on gauging how well the
participants felt the interaction was human-like, giving themselves (the follower), as well
as the leader, a score from 1-10. One being the interaction did not feel human-like and ten
the interaction felt very human-like. This offers a quantitative way for the participants to
assess how congenial they were led along the path. Additionally, after the experiment, the
leader completed the same questionnaire to assess the interaction as well.

3.5. ROBOT VELOCITIES: KINEMATIC CONTROLLER AND VREP

The Optitrack data represented the position and orientation of the force sensor
during experimentation. With differentiation, linear and angular velocities of the force
sensor could be obtained, however, these velocities do not represent the velocities
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required for the robot to execute a human-like path, it does not take into account the
necessary dynamic constraints. Therefore, a kinematic controller was used to obtain the
proper velocities for the robot to accomplish human-like trajectories. To obtain the
kinematic velocities, the force sensor Optitrack trajectory was imported into the Virtual
Robotics Experimentation Platform (VREP) simulation environment (Figure 3.9). The
kinematic controller introduced in the literature review was implemented with gains of k1
= 2, k2 = 2, and k3 = 1 [44, 45]. Performance is discussed briefly in the results and
discussion section.

Figure 3.9 Example of VREP simulation environment

The kinematic controller is a natural choice for a variety of reasons, chiefly, there
is established research that mathematically proves that the kinematic controller generates
the proper velocities for the robot to follow a predefined path under a set of constraints.
Additionally, the kinematic controller gains can stay relatively fixed, with co)nsistent
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performance even as desired trajectories are perturbed. Lastly, the only feedback
variables required for good performance is the position and orientation of the robot and
the desired trajectory, all of which are known.
The kinematic controller was simulated in VREP, a robot simulation environment
that uses several high-end video game physics engines to simulate real worlddynamics to
a high level of accuracy. This step is extraordinarily important, alternative methods to
obtain the proper robot kinematic velocities would have been expensive, time consuming,
and/or less accurate. Examples include running the kinematic controller in physical
hardware and recording the velocity over time, manually programming the dynamics with
an unrealistic high level of accuracy including the dynamics stochastic effects, or use a
similar simulation environment to VREP. After running the simulation using the entire
human experiment trajectory, the resulting trajectory from VREP was pruned from 2.5-6
meters. By focusing on this data window, data from the robot’s transient response could
be eliminated to focus on the most relevant data for human-robot implementation.
Aside from being crucial to providing the kinematic controller velocities, VREP
also served another very important function. The simulation environment was used to test
the operation of the final algorithm implemented on a software robot. The simulation
environment provided all of the benefits previously mentioned. Real-time force inputs
from participants were acquired with previously mentioned National Instrument
hardware, mapped to the appropriate velocities with the trained neural network, and the
performance of the robot assessed by the human participant. Further details are provided
in the results section.
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3.6. DATA CORRELATION AND NEURAL NETWORKS
With data collected, there was a need for a quantitative and qualitative assessment
of the relationship between the various input forces, and their contribution to the robot
kinematic control velocities. The force is represented by six variables: Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty,
Tz. The velocity is represented by two variables: the linear (v) and angular (omega)
velocities.
To investigate if any of the 6 force variables relate directly to the velocities, and
also to provide initial qualitative and quantitative assessment of the data for the neural net
training (next section), marginal distribution plots and Pearson's product-moment
correlation coefficient were used (Figure 3.10). The variables v and omega are on the x
axis, and corresponding forces on the y axis. The figure below shows an example
marginal distribution plot for participant 3.
Quantitatively, Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient, also referred to
as the ‘R value,’ is able to provide a good numerical representation of the spread of a
dataset; i.e., essentially a measure of how strong the variables are related. Lower
coefficients, close to zero, show weak correlation; higher coefficients, close to a value of
positive or negative one, show strong correlation. Positive values indicate a positive,
upward sloping trend; negative values indicate a negative, downward sloping trend. In
general, |R| > 0.2 suggests that there is a strong correlation between a given variable force
or torque variable and the corresponding velocity. The marginal distribution plots
accomplishes the same goal qualitatively, where linearity represents a stronger
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correlation, while more rounded plots show weak correlation. Figure 3.10 shows a
marginal distribution plot with the associated Pearson correlation coefficient overlaid.

Figure 3.10 Marginal distribution plot with Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Participant 3

The qualitative and quantitative results from the human experiments corroborate
one another, together they paint a good picture of the overall relationship of the data’s
key variables. Details are explored in the results and discussion section.
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3.7. MAPPING ALGORITHM: NEURAL NETWORK

Figure 3.11 Neural network with force inputs and velocity outputs

Figure 3.11 gives a graphical representation of the goal. The mapping between the
human interaction forces/torques and the robot’s control velocity is multidimensional,
unknown, and nonlinear; a situation where the multilayer perceptron has been shown
throughout the literature to be particularly useful. This is largely due to the algorithm’s
adherence to the Universal Approximation Theorem, which states that “a feed-forward
network with a single hidden layer containing a finite number of neurons can
approximate continuous functions on a compact subsets of Rn, under mild assumptions
on the activation function [32]”. This statement introduces the notion that a multilayer
perceptron can solve most nonlinear mapping problems given enough computational
resources - it is the simplest neural network, both in terms of theory and application that
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has this feature and thus offers a convenient starting point. Given that two very different
types of data need to be combined together to resolve the final effect, this feature is
particularly useful for this research. Lastly, much can be said about how neural networks
are inherently designed to loosely mimic the function of the human brain; given that our
goal is to develop a robot that behaves human-like, the neural network’s biologically
inspired fundamentals is a natural fit.
Neural networks perform more efficiently the less amount of data that it is
supplied in the learning process. It is best to only supply relevant data that shows high
correlation with the output variables. Due to the “curse of dimensionality” which states
that “neural networks updates increase depending on the number of input variables, and
the learning speed is negatively affected by the number of input variables [32].” This
curse of dimensionality will become important when optimizing the neural network
parameters by selecting the most useful data to train with, and analyzing the resulting
performance.
Regardless of the amount of data provided to the neural network, or the chosen
input variables, the following parameters were used with a multilayer perceptron trained
using backpropagation. The values were selected initially by examining the marginal
distribution plots, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and raw data statistics. The values
were refined by experimentation, observing the training performance and tuning values
accordingly. Table 3.4 below shows the values which generated the best consistent
performance.
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Table 3.4 Neural network parameters
Test fraction

20%

Neurons per layer

100

Epochs

3200

Learning rate

0.001

Hidden layers

3

NN inputs

[Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz]

NN outputs

[v, omega]

Validation split
Activation function

0.2
sigmoid

The data provided to the neural network was normalized using the Z-score
normalization, also called standardization, which is primarily used when the data
provided are of different types, i.e. translational forces and rotational torques. The total
number of weights that required updating was 20,802 for the neural network with three
inputs, and 21,102 for the network with six inputs. Random weight initialization is used.
The neural network’s training performance was assessed by observing the graphs for the
mean absolute and squared errors for training and validation, loss target, mean absolute
error target, and mean squared error target. With the neural network trained, residual
plots were used to qualitatively assess the neural network’s prediction accuracy; and
quantitatively with the coefficient of determination and mean squared error. Both
compare the neural network’s predicted value to the known correct value from the data
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set. The maximum value of the coefficient of determination is 1, meaning a good
prediction, and zero for poor prediction. The values can be negative if the mean of the
data provides a better fit than the neural network’s prediction [69]. Coefficient of
determination above 0.5 is considered good. An example of a residual plot is represented
in Figure 3.12, the corresponding coefficient of determination is 0.7.

Figure 3.12 Correlation plot comparing actual and predicted
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 6 inputs

The proposed assessment process is applicable to virtually all datasets presented
in the following sections. In the case of question two where the research is interested in
force inputs from near past time stamps, ability to predict the robot’s current velocity
more than current forces, this approach is still applicable. Therefore, time shifted data can
be trained and assessed as defined in current and previous sections.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. HUMAN STATISTICS AND KINEMATIC CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE
After considering the data from all participants, only those from participants 3 and
6 were considered usable for various reasons. For example, the force data from
participants 1 and 2 were incomplete, or participants 4 and 5 noticeably and intentionally
did not adhere to the experiment protocol. Also, the questionnaire did not show any
meaningful variations to be analyzed, and therefore not used in the analysis (see
appendix).
The human-human experiment data for participants three and six are summarized
in the tables below. The total number of samples, after trimming blatantly erroneous data
related to omitted measurements, for participant 3 is 8594 and participant 6 is 4576. This
also accounts for the trimming of data to only 2.5 meter to 6 meters to define a window
of interest for the data (explained in further detail later in this section).
For each individual participant, the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and
maximum values for a given force axis seem reasonable compared to the other force and
velocity axes, see Figure 4.1. Comparing the data between participants also shows
reasonable variation. The data scale and variation affect the learning and mapping
process of the neural network; in the following section, the values are normalized to
improve the learning process.
The following subsections discuss the results of the data correlation and neural
network mapping in the context of the key research questions presented in the methods
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section. Before examining these results, it is important to note that the kinematic
controller’s performance was invaluable to the data’s completeness and project’s
feasibility. While the kinematic controller in and of itself is not directly connected to any
specific research questions, it does affect the succeeding questions. Therefore, a brief
analysis of an example of the kinematic controller for participant 6, block 3 trial 2 is
presented below, similar plots were generated for all trials for participants 3 and 6 and
can be found in the appendix.

Figure 4.1 Summary of participants 3 and 6 raw data

The robot performance presented Figure 4.2 is controlled in VREP using humanhuman 2D trajectory experiment data. The 2D trajectory x and y errors are small and
decreasing, as mathematically proven, this is clear from the error plots as well as the 2D
trajectory plot, which compare the robot’s actual position to the trajectory recorded from
the human-human experiment. The robot used in the simulation, the ‘dr12 by Cubictek
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co. ltd.,’ was made available via the VREP software. It has a mass of 5 kg, principal
moments of inertia of 2.2e-3, 1.1e-3, and 2.4e-3, in the X, Y, and Z respectively. The
robot has the following dimensions .12 meters front to back, .16 meters from wheel to
wheel, and .23 meters tall [70].
The 2D trajectory has a mean squared error of .0739 meters, where the number is
a measure of the error between the reference human experiment trajectory and the robot’s
actual trajectory. This is apparent by the 2D trajectory plot, position error plot, and
heading error plot. As expected, the wheel, linear and angular velocities are all bounded,
and of reasonable values. The linear velocity converges to approximately 1.4 m/s, which
is the average human walking speed [71].
The velocities generated by the kinematic controller in VREP is indeed the most
applicable velocity input for the trajectory control of a wheeled robot such as the dr12,
because it is embedded with the dynamics of the robot itself. That is, the kinematiccontroller-generated velocities are the correct command velocities as opposed to the
velocities generated directly from the measured trajectory using kinematic relationship.
Therefore, in order to control a wheeled robot through interaction forces, it is crucial to
relate the forces to the velocities generated through VREP and the kinematic controller.
Hereon, “robot velocities” refer to the velocities generated by the VREP and the
kinematic controller.
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Figure 4.2 VREP performance with kinematic controller
Participant 6, block 3, trial 2
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Figure 4.2 VREP performance with kinematic controller
Participant 6, block 3, trial 2 (cont.)
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Figure 4.2 VREP performance with kinematic controller
Participant 6, block 3, trial 2 (cont.)

4.2. DATA CORRELATION AND NEURAL NETWORKS
Q0: Are there signatures in the force data to infer the appropriate robot
velocities?
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Question zero is aimed at finding any correlation between the force data and the
robot velocities. Table 4.1 below summarizes the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients for participant 3 and participant 6, effectively providing a quantitative
measure of the correlation between the individual forces and the robot velocities.

Table 4.1 Summary of Pearson correlation coefficient
Participant 3 and 6

The correlation coefficient (R), compared for both participants with the robot
linear velocity as the output variable, from highest to lowest are Tz, Fz, Tx, Fy, Fx; for
omega are Fy, Tx, Fx, Fz, Ty. These inputs show the relative strong correlation with
velocities albeit R < 0.2 in most cases. Compared to the other variables, we therefore
would expect these variables to have a considerable effect on the training process. The
variables with lower correlation coefficients suggest that there is less human-like
signature contained in those variables to suggest the proper velocity. Some of the input
variables have comparably more positive effect on one of the output variables, and
relative negative effects on a different output variable. For example, Fz seems to be more
relevant for linear velocity, but much less for omega. The quantitative data made
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available by the correlation coefficient can be supplemented by qualitative data from
marginal distribution plots. Figure 4.3 is participant 3’s marginal distribution plot with
the correlation coefficient overlaid.

Figure 4.3 Marginal distribution and correlation coefficient
Participant 3

All of the variables in the plots, clearly have a highly nonlinear or even
convoluted pattern; attempting to apply a reasonable velocity based on the contribution of
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such variables is a challenge. When the problem becomes multivariable, as in this case,
the challenge increases even more so. Ultimately, in relation to human-human
experimentation, there are no established magnitude values or thresholds to suggest one
input variable has ‘enough correlation’ with the output variables to be considered
important, since in most cases the values of R are less than 0.1. The complex mapping
between multiple input variables and required outputs lends itself well to the use of
neural networks. In fact, the correlation coefficients and marginal distribution plots
simply provide an initial approach to understand the relationships, the final determination
of the variables’ correlation must be done by giving the data to a neural network and
assessing its performance.
Since individual forces did not relate well to the robot velocities, a multivariable
input approach is taken. As presented in section 3.7, an artificial neural network was
constructed, the data was preprocessed, and the training process was executed using the
parameters shown in Table 3.4. The plots below summarize the training process for
participant 3’s neural network. Figure 4.4 shows such a performance indicating a good
learning process, as indicated by a consistently decreasing error.
The figures below show the mean absolute and squared errors during the training
process. The errors are decreasing with each epoch, and the error values are reduced to
suitable ranges (below 0.2 for the training data). The Testing set Loss Target: 0.370,
Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: 0.312, and Testing set Mean Squared Error Target:
0.370. These plots and values are primarily useful for tuning the neural network, less for
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analyzing the network’s performance. The residual plots, output MSE, and correlation
coefficients provide metrics to analyze the neural network’s performance.

Figure 4.4 Mean absolute error and mean squared error
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 6 inputs
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Figure 4.5 v and omega prediction performance, correlation plots
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 6 inputs

After the neural network was trained, it was used to make predictions. Unlabeled
force and torque data was given to the trained NN. Residual plots give a qualitative
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representation of the prediction performance shown in Figure 4.5. The coefficient of
determination and mean squared errors gives a quantitative measure of performance. The
residual plots for v and omega are above with the corresponding coefficient of
determination values of v = 0.700 and omega = 0.635, which are both considered good
(above 0.5). The mean squared error for v and omega are .007 m/s and 0.734 rad/s. These
values are less than one, and considered reasonable. These results are the primary
mechanism for analyzing the neural network’s performance, along with participant 6 data
and performance below.
Figure 4.6 is an example of the quantitative and qualitative data for participant 6.
The plots are similar to the results for participant 3 and interpreted such that individual
forces do not relate to the robot velocities. As defined in 3.7, an artificial neural network
was constructed to assess the data correlation. The plots below summarize the training
process for participant 6 neural network with participant 6 data for six inputs. Primarily,
the graph should be consistently decreasing, preferably exponentially. Figure 4.7 shows
such a performance indicating a favorable learning process.
The figures below show the mean absolute and squared errors during the training
process. The errors are decreasing with each epoch. Values are reduced to suitable
ranges. The Testing set Loss Target: 0.914, Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: 0.505,
and Testing set Mean Squared Error Target: 0.914. These plots and values are primarily
useful for tuning the neural network, less for analyzing the network’s performance.
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Figure 4.6 Marginal distribution and correlation coefficient
Participant 6
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Figure 4.7 Mean absolute error and mean squared error
Participant 6 NN, participant 6 data, 6 inputs
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Figure 4.8 v and omega prediction performance, correlation plots
Participant 6 NN, participant 6 data, 6 inputs

After the neural network was trained, it was used to make predictions, see Figure
4.8. Unlabeled force and torque data was given to the trained NN. The residual plots for v
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and omega are above with the corresponding coefficient of determination values of v =
0.784 and omega = 0.673. The mean squared error for v and omega are .012 m/s and
1.816 rad/s. These results indicate good performance, evident by coefficient of
determination values above .5 and mean squared error values small.

Table 4.2 Neural network performance
Participant 3 and 6

Table 4.2 summarized the neural network results. By giving the neural network all
six inputs and examining the marginal distribution plots, correlation coefficients, residual
plots, coefficients of determination and mean squared error, we conclude that there are
signatures in the force data to infer the appropriate robot velocities which become evident
through the multivariable mapping through the neural network training. Individual force
directions, however, do not seem to relate well to the robot velocities.
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4.3. NEURAL NETWORK: Fx, Fz, Ty INPUTS
Q0-1: Does Fx, Fz, Ty contain most of the human robot interaction signature
information such that training the neural network with this data alone gives good
performance?
Question zero-one is a sub question of the previous question. Given the force
sensor’s orientation during testing (Figure 3.6), one would infer that the 2D forces and
torques on the movement plane (Fx, Fz, and Ty) would contain most of the signature
information. It aims to understand if these three forces contain the important signatures
for proper interaction. To test this notion, the three variables were given as the inputs to
the neural network to assess the performance of the learning process. The NN was
configured as summarized in section 3.7, the only difference being the NN inputs were
limited to Fx, Fz, Ty instead of all six forces and torques. The higher the coefficient of
determination, the better, this suggests that the neural network has approximated the
mapping more accurately.
Participant 3 training data for 3 inputs is displayed in Figure 4.9. The mean
absolute error and the mean squared error for the validation set converge to relatively
high values compared to the six input neural network. The Testing set Loss Target: 0.622,
Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: 0.417, and Testing set Mean Squared Error Target:
.622.
After the neural network was trained, it was used to make predictions. Unlabeled
force and torque data was given to the trained NN, the mean squared error for v and
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omega was 0.014 m/s and 1.230 rad/s. The correlation plots for v and omega are below in
Figure 4.10 with the corresponding R2 values v = 0.374 and omega = 0.389.
Participant 6 neural network with participant 6 training data for 3 inputs is
displayed below in Figure 4.11. The mean absolute error and mean squared error
converge to relatively high values compared to the six input neural network. The Testing
set Loss Target: 2.500, Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: 0.864, and Testing set Mean
Squared Error Target: 2.500.

Figure 4.9 Mean absolute error and mean squared error
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 3 inputs
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Figure 4.9 Mean absolute error and mean squared error
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 3 inputs (cont.)

Figure 4.10 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 3 inputs
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Figure 4.10 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 3 NN, participant 3 data, 3 inputs (cont.)

After the neural network was trained, it was used to make predictions. Unlabeled
force and torque data was given to the trained NN, the mean squared error for v and
omega was 0.038 m/s and 4.961 rad/s. The correlation plots for v and omega are below in
Figure 4.12 with the corresponding R2 values v = 0.329 and omega = 0.107.
These plots can be used to compare the performance between participants three
and six qualitatively. The performance of training, testing and analysis for both datasets
are similar with both participants. Analysis of the rate of decay of the training and
validation mean absolute errors and mean squared errors for each epoch is training is
apparent in the prevalent graphs. This perhaps represents the biggest distinction in the
two participants plots.
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Figure 4.11 Mean absolute error and mean squared error
Participant 6 NN, participant 6 data, 3 inputs
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Figure 4.12 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 6 NN, participant 6 data, 3 inputs

The key metrics of the training process are summarized in the Table 4.3 below.
For both participants, all R2 values are below the acceptable threshold of 0.5. To analyze
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the results further, the performance is compared to section 4.2, where all six inputs were
used for training. The current experiment’s values, three inputs neural network, are
considerably lower. The R2 percentage change column shows that the R2 value is
decreasing in all cases, compared to the base values, between 47-85%. The mean squared
error is increased by 67-211%. Because the performance of the neural network with three
inputs has degraded in performance considerably, it suggests that contrary to physical
intuition, Fx, Fz, Ty is not enough to decode the human robot interaction signature
information such that training the neural network with this data alone does not give good
performance. That is, by training the neural network with only these three forces, the
neural network does not have enough data to properly learn the necessary signatures.
Hence, it is recommended that all six forces and torques be considered for the control of
the wheeled robot.

Table 4.3 Comparison of coefficient of determination
Four case scenarios, both output variables
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4.4. NEURAL NETWORK: GENERALIZATION
Q1: Does the neural network generalize across different participants? For the
mapping that was found to exist between forces and velocities for a given participant
(Q0), how well does that mapping work for other participant(s)?
There are several crucial questions that were posed at this point in the research.
The first being, how does the NN generalize across participants? Another way of posing
this question is, ‘can a neural network be established for one participant and used for
other participants’ data?’ Figure 4.13 and the steps below explains how this research
plans to address this question.

Figure 4.13 Neural network training process
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0. Individual neural networks were trained with the parameters defined in section 3.7
using 80% of participants three and six data. For both participants, a random
selection of 20% of the data was set aside (not used in the training process) to be
used as a testing set in future steps (Q0).
1. The associated coefficient of determination is obtained for participant three’s
trained neural network with 20% of participant three’s data that had been set aside
(Q0).
2. Step one is repeated, using participant six’s data (Q0).
3. The 20% of participant six’s data that was set aside as a testing set, was then used
to assess the neural network trained with participant three’s data, and the
associated coefficient of determination was obtained.
4. Step 3 was then done for participant three’s testing set with participant six’s
trained neural network.
Step zero began by training a neural network, as described in section 3.7, with
80% of participant three’s data. Steps one through two serve as the baseline of
performance (Q0). The neural networks are trained and assessed with the same
participant’s data. The results of this training process and of its resulting predictions are
in 4.2.
In step 3, the data is cross validated, participant 3’s neural network (NN) was
given participant 6’s testing set data to find the predicted v and omega. Unlabeled force
and torque data was given to the trained NN, the prediction mean squared error for v and
omega was 0.21 and 14.31. The correlation plots for v and omega are below with the
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corresponding R2 values v = -2.687 and omega = -1.577. The Testing set Loss Target:
7.260, Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: 1.664, and Testing set Mean Squared Error
Target: 7.260. Results shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 3 NN, participant 6 data
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Similarly for step 4, participant 6’s NN, was given 20% of participant 3’s data to
find the predicted v and omega. Unlabeled force and torque data was given to the trained
NN, the prediction mean squared error for v and omega was 0.11 m/s and 11.61 rad/s.
The correlation plots for v and omega are below with the corresponding R2 values v = 3.909 and omega = -4.764. The Testing set Loss Target: 5.859, Testing set Mean Abs
Error Target: 1.422, and Testing set Mean Squared Error Target: 5.859. Results shown
in Figure 4.15.
Both participants exhibit similar performance qualitatively. The results for
participant 3 data presented in the above plots can be compared to participant 6 plots
below. The cluster of the data around the linear line can be easily visualized for both
plots.

Figure 4.15 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 6 NN, participant 3 data
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Figure 4.15 v and omega prediction performance, residual plots
Participant 6 NN, participant 3 data (cont.)

The results of the generalization testing is summarized in Table 4.4 below.

Table 4.4 Comparison of coefficient of determination
Four case scenarios, both participants

While the neural network training and predictions were good for a given
participant’s neural network and its own data (steps one and two), the cross-validation of
steps three and four show substantially worse coefficients of determination. The values
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are less than zero and even less than -1, indicating extremely poor performance. The
percentage change compared to the baseline of the neural networks trained and assessed
with the same participants data show multiple orders of magnitudes of disparity. The
mean squared errors show comparably poor performance. This suggests that the neural
network does not generalize across different participants, as such, training a neural
network for a given participant does not provide sufficient information for other
participants.

4.5. NEURAL NETWORK: TIME SHIFTING
Q2: Does force inputs from near past time better predict the robot’s current
velocity than current forces?
This research also wanted to study how shifting the data by arbitrary time delays
would affect the neural network’s ability to train properly. This is a way of studying how
using past forces and torques would affect the prediction of current robot velocity
commands through the training of the NN. Because human movement comes with neural
delays of around 50 ~ 200 ms, past forces may better reflect the current robot velocity
commands.
For both of the participants, the following time delays were applied: 50, 100, 150,
200, 300 ms; shifting force inputs early. For each of the five cases, individual neural
networks were trained for both participants, using six inputs. For each of the individual
neural networks, the same dataset was used for testing and validation as prescribed in
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section 3.7. Performance is assessed by comparing results to section 4.4 before the cross
validation (Q0).
The training process plots are included in the appendix for the preservation of
space, but the key performance parameters for the linear velocity, for both participants,
are provided below. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 below show the change of the coefficient of
determination compared to the baseline of no time shift. The data is color coded to show
the best performance (green) and worse performance (red), for a given participant and
output variable.
The linear velocity data seems to suggest that applying a time shift in the data
increases the neural network’s ability to establish a relationship between the input forces
and the linear velocity variable and improves the learning process. Time shifts from 50
~100 ms seem to be the most effective. Increasing the timeshift to 150+ ms starts to
degrade the performance of the neural network.

Table 4.5 Participant 3 performance summary
Linear velocity NN with various time shifts
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Table 4.6 Participant 6 performance summary
Linear velocity NN with various time shifts

For the output variable of omega, the performance of the neural network is
presented below in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

Table 4.7 Participant 3 performance summary
Angular velocity NN with various time shifts
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Table 4.8 Participant 6 performance summary
Angular velocity NN with various time shifts

Time shifting the data has a mixed result on the output variable omega, and varies
based on the participant. For participant 3 shifting the data 50 ms seems to have a small
negative effect on the learning process, but a large positive effect for participant 6. For
the 100 ms shift, participant 3 improves slightly and participant 6 again improves
considerably compared to the base.
Comparing the effects of shifting the data 50 ~ 100 ms for both participants and
both output variables, the net effect suggests that the training process is improved by
using near past time sample inputs with current output variables.

4.6. DEMOSTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION: ALGORITHM RESULTS
Q3: Does the proposed method yield a robot with human-like performance, if so,
can it be demonstrated and/or implemented?
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The performance of the data collection, experimental design and neural network
training and assessment is summarized by the performance of all three of the previous
steps in a software robot. The ideal performance of the simulated robot must, first and
foremost, be smooth and predictable. This is important in ensuring that the robot is safe
for hardware implementation. Secondly the robot’s 2D trajectory should contain humanlike signatures (i.e. the robot’s trajectory should look similar to the human trajectory).
Lastly, not only was the robot’s resulting trajectory analyzed, but the robot was analyzed
during operation via a live graphical user interface. This provided a real-time mechanism
for assessing the robot’s predictability, safety, and human-like signatures.
With the neural network trained, human-human data was given to the neural
network to produce the neural network’s predicted velocities. The velocities were
implemented in simulation ran using Python and VREP to assess the robot’s
performance. The testing procedure was conducted in two steps.
Velocity Playback. A given human experiment trial’s data was processed by the
corresponding participant’s neural network. The neural network’s predicted, resulting
velocities were then played back in VREP with a closed loop velocity controller.
Force Real-Time. The force sensor data is read in real-time from the force sensor
and processed by the trained neural network. The neural network produces the necessary
linear and angular velocities that are then applied to the simulated robot.
4.6.1. Velocity Playback. The human experiments from 3.6 produced force,
kinematic velocity, and pose data. The resulting kinematic velocities, for each time step,
were predicted by the trained neural network based on the force data and the prescribed
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training process. These resulting velocities were played back in the VREP simulation, its
path is visible in blue Figure 4.17. The human-force sensor trajectory, representing the
human follower’s path, from the human-human experiment, is orange. These two
trajectories are compared for resemblance and of human-like signatures. To be clear,
these trajectories are not compared based on the error between the two trajectories, only
the signatures. As the human motion makes a motion toward the right, the robot does the
same; similar can be said when the human motion is to the left. The overall motion trend
of the human and robot data is consistent with one another. Additionally, the robot’s
wheel velocities are presented below; the values are reasonable and bounded.

Figure 4.16 Velocity playback
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4.6.2. Force Real-Time Given that the robot is interacting with a human in this
step, the robot’s performance should not be deterministic, however it should be,
qualitatively predictable. The human leader, interacting with the simulation, acts as an
important aspect of the feedback control loop. The leader is able to adjust and modify its
performance which will improve the performance of the overall human-robot interaction.
The performance of the VREP robot, given real-time forces, was not predictable
and did not exhibit human-like characteristics. In general, however, the robot was stable
and well-behaved. The infrastructure now exists to test the mobile robot platform with
real-time forces and iterate on the previous steps of the research. The performance of the
VREP robot with real-time data was as expected. A critical step that was taken in the
research process was pruning the data from 2.5 ~ 6 meters. While this step helped the
learning process it removed the necessary data required for the robot to have a proper
transient response. This, however, was a reasonable step. Given the neural network’s
ability to generalize, the hypothesis was based on the neural network’s ability to possibly
interpolate low velocity values. Currently, this does not seem to be the case.
An additional challenge with implementing this step, is that a trained neural
network model had to be selected to represent the necessary mapping. The trained neural
network is associated with a given participant and leader. In the proposed robot
simulation experiment the leader has been replaced by a new leader. This likely had a
considerable effect on the robot’s performance. Lastly, in human-human experiments,
human leaders have physical, force feedback from the human follower as to how the
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interaction is being perceived. In the case of the proposed experiment, the only feedback
mechanism the leader has available is visual performance of the robot.
When playing back the trained neural network predicted robot velocities and
simulating the robot’s performance in VREP, the robot’s performance has smooth,
predictable, human-like characteristics. However, the performance of the robot given
real-time forces does not have these characteristics for the reasons presented above. In
conclusion the primary hypothesis offered in this section is supported. Promising data
analysis and statistics suggest that human-like robot motion is achievable. Off-line,
playback of velocities show human-like performance as expected. The framework for
real-time implementation has been established, but will require more analysis from
theoretical and implementation perspectives.
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1. CONCLUSION: KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This work was motivated by the need for implementing effective and intuitive
physical human-robot interaction. To quantify and analyze the relationship between the
interaction forces and the resulting movement, and further, to use this information to
guide the trajectory control of wheeled robots, we designed human-human interaction
experiments in which a leader guided a follower along a set of predefined trajectories.
The force and displacement data from this experiment was then used to train a neural
network to learn the necessary mapping from force inputs to robot velocities. The robot
velocities for training were obtained by using a high-fidelity graphics robot simulation
engine, implemented with a differential drive robot kinematic controller. The trained
neural network was then used to provide the mapping to control the robot given real-time
forces and torques, the results of each step in the process were communicated
qualitatively and quantitatively and conclusions were drawn on several key research
questions that were presented earlier in this thesis.
Q0: Are there signatures in the human-human interaction force data to infer the
appropriate robot velocities? Supported.
The results imply that there are salient signatures in human force interaction data
that may not be apparent purely through data analysis that an artificial neural network can
draw upon to find patterns. Knowing that humans can lead another human through forces
only, this conclusion may seem trivial at first glance. However, with further analysis, we
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found that no individual forces predict the follower’s velocities well. For example,
forward force (-Fx) did not show a notable relationship to the forward velocity. The
seemingly trivial relationship was in fact deeply hidden within the interaction forces,
such that it was revealed only after neural network training. With interaction forces as
inputs, the neural network was able to predict the velocities rather well.
Q0-1: Do forces and moments in certain directions contain most of the human
robot interaction signature information such that training the neural network with this
data alone gives good performance? Not supported.
Further reinforcing our finding that the relationship between the interaction forces
and the velocities is not trivial, we found that the forces and moments on the plane of
movement (Fx, Fz and Ty) were not enough to infer velocities on the same plane. There
has to be sufficient amounts of data and in the proper directions of interest for this pattern
to be established. It is thus suggested that all six forces and torques be used as the inputs
for the trajectory control of a mobile robot.
Q1: Does the neural network generalize across different participants? Not
supported.
The previous two questions show that there are non trivial salient features, and a
neural network mapping, in the human force data. Using the results for a given
participant and applying them to a different participant showed considerable degradation
in the mapping performance. Neural network mappings generated with the proposed
methods are specific to a given participant and cannot be generalized to other
participants. There does not seem to exist one neural network that fits every human user,
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instead data and robots should be adapted to fit a given participant. This implies that, for
robot trajectory control using human guidance through force, the NN “decoder” should
be user-specific and cannot be generalized. The robot must be notified of the change of
users if it occurs, and should be able to adapt to that by switching to the user-specific NN.
Q2: Does force inputs from near past time better predict the robot’s current
velocity than current forces? Supported.
Biomechanical research suggests that the brain naturally has neural delays of 50 ~
150 ms. By experimentally modifying the data to include different time delays, it became
clear that performance of the neural network to obtain a mapping was enhanced when the
data was delayed 50 ~ 100 ms. Time delays exceeding 100 ms seemed to decrease the
neural network’s performance. This result is consistent with the widely known
characteristics of human-in-the-loop control, and further suggests that it may be
beneficial for the robot to consider the inevitable delay while interpreting the interaction
forces imposed by humans.
Q3: Does the proposed method yield a robot with human-like performance, if so,
can it be demonstrated and/or implemented?
Playing back of the trained neural network predicted robot velocities and
simulating the robot’s performance in VREP, the robot’s performance has human-like
characteristics. The performance of the robot given real-time forces, however, does not
have these characteristics. In conclusion, the primary hypothesis is supported. Promising
data analysis and statistics suggest that human-like robot motion is achievable; off-line,
playback of velocities show human-like performance as expected.; the framework for
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real-time implementation has been established, but will require more analysis from
theoretical and implementation perspectives.
Together, all of these results suggest important features to incorporate in
designing physical medicine robots that have human-like interaction.

5.2. FUTURE WORK
The proposed research introduces several novel aspects, and scientifically answers
key research questions regarding the implementation of human-like physical interaction,
both of which are listed in the methods section of this dissertation. From this work there
are ways that this research’s scope can be expanded: several suggestions are offered here.
The fundamental aspect of this research is enabled by the human-human
interaction data. Human trajectories were intentionally limited to four different 2D
configurations. By modifying these trajectories or incorporating different trajectories
other phenomena related to human-like interaction can be studied, such as the effect of
trajectory and velocity constraints. I regardless of the trajectories defined, collecting more
data will likely lead to better results in training the neural network. Further, the following
human experimentation, questionnaires were provided to the participants to analyze the
leader’s ability to lead the follower congenially. These questionnaires associate the
human data with human psychological analysis of the experiments. This research does
not analyze the key results in this context, however, such an analysis may be
illuminating.
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Aside from the human data, the research presented primarily focuses on one
neural network architecture, the feedforward multilayer perceptron. There remains a host
of other neural network architectures that may also be useful for the proposed application
and reveal other non-trivial aspects of the information in human interaction forces.
Convolutional neural networks, for example, have been shown to be useful for
multidimensional data. They are used with image datasets which may have 255
dimensions of pixels or more. While the dataset proposed in this research currently only
has six dimensions, the dataset can be expanded to use multiple combinations of the core
six dimensions to study the effect on the training process and performance. Based on the
results suggested by the time delay trained neural network, it is possible that by training a
neural network with both current time data and data from near previous time steps that
the neural network’s performance could increase greatly. This may yield a neural
network in excess of twelve inputs. Another potential architecture are recurrent neural
networks, they have been used in applications where time series and time delayed data
are of interest. Given that the human experiments have a time dependent characteristic,
this architecture may yield interesting results.
With either the proposed trained feedforward multilayer neural network or neural
networks suggested for future work, the trained mapping can be implemented in real-time
in robotic hardware. This will allow the algorithms to be tested for human-likeness with
human participants. Assessment of performance can be done via surveys, as suggested in
this work and many others, or with objective means. It is likely that hardware
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implementation will introduce considerable performance degradation, caused by
processing delays, actuator saturation or response rate, and safety constraints.
Before moving to physical hardware robots, it may be useful to conduct extensive
simulation with the proposed research robot in the Virtual Robotics Experimentation
Platform. Researchers may consider the dynamics explicitly for control algorithm
development, which were neglected in this case. In both simulation and hardware, it is
likely that wheeled mobile robots will perform best in some circumstances, and less in
others. Additional research can be conducted in other wheel architectures including
omnidirectional. As an example, omnidirectional robots, while more complicated from a
controls perspective, do not have the limitations of the nonholonomic constraint. These
robots may provide better performance for trajectories that contain trajectories with more
than 90 degrees. Simulations using the real-time force data infrastructure proposed by
this research can be enhanced to improve performance and achieve human-like motion.
Ultimately, the real-time mobile-robot-force-sensor simulation will be a powerful tool for
visualizing physical human robot interaction and can help shorten development cycles in
building physical medicine robots. By building upon the proposed research in these
suggested areas, there could be a better understanding of human experiment data and
physical human robot interaction.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
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Human pose and raw force data
Note: Forces [N], Torque [N-m], X / Y [m]
1. The raw human pose data from Optitrack was copied from the Motive generated
data file into a new Excel file.
2. The data was then rotated, such that all motion was along the X axis (paying close
attention to the correct axes definitions and room perspectives). This data is saved
in ‘Participant X_pose.’
3. The raw human force data collected from the experiments are ‘Participant
X_forces.’ This is the raw data from NI Daq.
4. The data was then combined into one file ‘Participant X_forces pose_unshifted.’
5. The data was then shifted such that the “three alignment bumps,” for forces and
then pose, are aligned. The file is ‘Participant X_forces pose_shifted.’
6. ‘Participant X_forces pose_shifted’ was then split into the individual blocks and
trials.
7. These individual trials were then moved into VREP. (See next folder READ ME)
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Participant 6 Block 1
VOID
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VREP results
Folder ‘0 Robot starting from zero velocity’ – VREP simulation is ran with the robot
starting from rest. This generates velocities for the robot to move from a zero velocity
to a near constant human walking speed ~1.4m/s.
1. The individual trials human data was imported into VREP and a simulation
was ran to make a differential drive robot follow the human trajectory. During
the simulation data was collected.
2. A custom programmed then provided the VREP data in the Excel files in this
folder. ‘PartX_BlockY_TrialZ_robot’ (NOTE: The new ‘_robot’ suffix).
3. All of these individual trials were then collected into one excel file
‘PartX_robot_complete’

NOTE: Some of the trials were not used moving forward due to bad performance.
These files are noted ‘Part6_Block4_Trial2_robot_void’

Folder ‘1 Robot 2 point 5 to 6 meters’ – The data is truncated to remove the transient
response of the robot from zero to human walking speed
4. The data was then examined in Excel. All robot and force data outside of the
2.5m to 6m was then deleted to remove the robot acceleration and deceleration
data regions.
5. All of these individual trials were then collected into one excel file
‘PartX_robot_complete.’
The individual complete files for participants 3 and 6 were combined into one file, it
is located in participant 6’s folder with the filename ‘Part3and6_complete_robot.’
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Participant 3
Example performance from comparable simulation run –data for specific experiments
unavailable

In [1]: k1 = 2; k2 = 2; k3 = 1; # human-human trajectory

In [2]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file')
Part3_Block2_Trial1_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.06531877743871689
Part3_Block2_Trial1_robot.txt

In [3]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block2_Trial2_robot.txt

105

106

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.07984640137812385
Part3_Block2_Trial2_robot.txt

In [4]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block2_Trial3_robot.txt

107

108

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.12616855647769093
Part3_Block2_Trial3_robot.txt

In [5]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block2_Trial4_robot.txt

109

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.04590100366957419
Part3_Block2_Trial4_robot.txt

In [6]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block3_Trial1_robot.txt

110

111

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.10065765907616732
Part3_Block3_Trial1_robot.txt

In [7]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block3_Trial2_robot.txt

112

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.06343463857187479
Part3_Block3_Trial2_robot.txt

In [8]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP

113

simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block3_Trial3_robot.txt

114

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.1257884721023666
Part3_Block3_Trial3_robot.txt

In [9]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read
from
txt
file/
Main.py',
wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst, Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block3_Trial4_robot.txt

115

116

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.07366912739292496
Part3_Block3_Trial4_robot.txt

In [10]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

117

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05053015798576617
Part3_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

In [11]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block4_Trial2_robot.txt

118

119

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.04409102503498382
Part3_Block4_Trial2_robot.txt

In [12]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block4_Trial3_robot.txt

120

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05358981382101532
Part3_Block4_Trial3_robot.txt

In [13]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP

121

simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block4_Trial4_robot.txt

122

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05511667027171764
Part3_Block4_Trial4_robot.txt

In [14]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block5_Trial1_robot.txt

123

124

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05085725642819834
Part3_Block5_Trial1_robot.txt

In [15]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block5_Trial2_robot.txt

125

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.030262208746674367
Part3_Block5_Trial2_robot.txt

In [16]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block5_Trial3_robot.txt

126

127

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.04535468243994819
Part3_Block5_Trial3_robot.txt

In [17]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class

Part3_Block5_Trial4_robot.txt

128

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.03887210637937213
Part3_Block5_Trial4_robot.txt

In [18]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP

129

simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt

130

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05152930571102948
Part3_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt

In [19]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block6_Trial2_robot.txt

131

132

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.05810956560188992
Part3_Block6_Trial2_robot.txt

In [20]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt

133

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.041970031956659666
Part3_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt

In [21]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file/ Main.py', wdir='G:/My
Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read from txt
file') R
eloaded modules: vrep, vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part3_Block6_Trial4_robot.txt

134

135

Trajectory Mean Squared Error 0.06174251877089937
Part3_Block6_Trial4_robot.txt
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Participant 6
In [1]: k1 = 2; k2 = 2; k3 = 1; # human-human trajectory

In [2]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')

Part6_Block2_Trial1_robot.txt

137

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.05318888192310287
Part6_Block2_Trial1_robot.txt

In [3]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block2_Trial2_robot.txt

138

139

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.17947455025825687
Part6_Block2_Trial2_robot.txt

In [4]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block2_Trial3_robot.txt

140

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.8990963475526114
Part6_Block2_Trial3_robot.txt

In [5]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block2_Trial4_robot.txt

141

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.8984396823268443
Part6_Block2_Trial4_robot.txt

142

In [6]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block3_Trial1_robot.txt

143

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.048897407983897204
Part6_Block3_Trial1_robot.txt

In [7]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block3_Trial2_robot.txt

144

145

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.06298277309318684
Part6_Block3_Trial2_robot.txt

In [8]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block3_Trial3_robot.txt

146

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.11204101808392192
Part6_Block3_Trial3_robot.txt

In [9]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block3_Trial4_robot.txt

147

148

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.04764537947182897
Part6_Block3_Trial4_robot.txt

In [10]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

149

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.4943809523361405
Part6_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

In [11]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

150

151

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.2183575526695673
Part6_Block4_Trial1_robot.txt

In [12]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block4_Trial2_robot.txt

152

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
1.43208520306317
Part6_Block4_Trial2_robot.txt

In [13]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block4_Trial3_robot.txt

153

154

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.9597291450434648
Part6_Block4_Trial3_robot.txt

In [14]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block4_Trial4_robot.txt

155

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.15319218125912018
Part6_Block4_Trial4_robot.txt

156

In [15]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block5_Trial1_robot.txt

157

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.06832279669066835
Part6_Block5_Trial1_robot.txt

In [16]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block5_Trial2_robot.txt

158

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.16962332485187293
Part6_Block5_Trial2_robot.txt

159

In [17]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block5_Trial3_robot.txt

160

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
3.9794620937508474
Part6_Block5_Trial3_robot.txt

In [18]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block5_Trial4_robot.txt

161

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
3.0475204380133794
Part6_Block5_Trial4_robot.txt

In [19]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,

162

Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt

163

Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.19770188646507178
Part6_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt

In [20]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.1880869273836897
Part6_Block6_Trial1_robot.txt

In [21]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial2_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error
0.10540186085068859
Part6_Block6_Trial2_robot.txt
In [22]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error
2.120983262629643
Part6_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt

In [23]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error
1.414666880852834
Part6_Block6_Trial3_robot.txt

In [24]: runfile('G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP simulation/Read
from txt file/Main.py', wdir='G:/My Drive/Research/Colla with Song/2 VREP
simulation/Read from txt file')
Reloaded modules: vrep,
vrepConst,
Comm_Control_Plot_Class
Part6_Block6_Trial4_robot.txt
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Trajectory Mean Squared Error
1.2533713369737483
Part6_Block6_Trial4_robot.txt
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Marginal distribution plots, data describe, and Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient

Participant 3
In [1]: runfile('C:/Users/George Holmes/Desktop/George Holmes_PhD
data and code/George Holmes_PhD data and code/Code/1
Pandas_MarginDis_Pairplot.py', wdir='C:/Users/George Holmes/
Desktop/George Holmes_PhD data and code/George Holmes_PhD data
and code/Code')

Dataset: Part3_complete_robot.txt

20% of data randomly set aside for testing after NN training

time
dt
X
Y
v
theta
omega
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00 8594.00
8594.00 8594.00 8594.00
mean
68.15
0.01
4.17
-0.45
1.23
-0.09
0.15
0.00
-0.17
1.47
0.04
1.29
0.11
std
28.95
0.00
0.97
0.26
0.15
0.33
1.36
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.28
0.07
0.05
min
24.45
0.01
2.50
-1.02
0.42
-0.90
-7.18
-0.20
-0.39
1.13
-0.22
1.06
-0.16
25%
51.01
0.01
3.34
-0.62
1.17
-0.34
-0.48
-0.04
-0.21
1.42
-0.11
1.25
0.07
50%
60.56
0.01
4.12
-0.41
1.25
-0.10
0.13
-0.01
-0.17
1.48
-0.08
1.29
0.11
75%
87.77
0.01
5.00
-0.24
1.32
0.20
0.77
0.03
-0.13
1.53
-0.04
1.34
0.14
max
118.36
0.01
5.96
0.04
1.58
0.77
7.21
0.20
0.04
1.74
0.68
1.53
0.23
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Marginal Distribution Plot

R value (Pearsons Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient), [v omega Fx Fy Fz Tx
Ty Tz] =
[[ 1.
[-0.13
[ 0.03
[-0.01
[ 0.17
[ 0.08
[-0.11
[ 0.07

-0.13
1.
0.03
-0.
-0.04
0.01
0.06
-0.03

0.03
0.03
1.
0.38
0.24
0.77
0.09
0.24

-0.01
-0.
0.38
1.
-0.37
0.53
-0.03
-0.05

0.17 0.08 -0.11
-0.04 0.01 0.06
0.24 0.77 0.09
-0.37 0.53 -0.03
1.
-0.05 -0.58
-0.05 1.
0.34
-0.58 0.34 1.
0.58 -0.14 -0.85

0.07]
-0.03]
0.24]
-0.05]
0.58]
-0.14]
-0.85]
1. ]]

SAVE: Data stats, Pairplot, R values
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data
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Participant 6
In [1]: runfile('C:/Users/George Holmes/Desktop/George Holmes_PhD data and
code/George Holmes_PhD data and code/Code/1 Pandas_MarginDis_Pairplot.py',
wdir='C:/Users/George Holmes/ Desktop/George Holmes_PhD data and
code/George Holmes_PhD data and code/Code')

Dataset: Part6_complete_robot.txt
20% of data randomly set aside for testing after NN training

complete dataset_describe
time
dt
X
Y
v
theta
omega
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00 4576.00
4576.00 4576.00 4576.00
mean
62.63
0.01
4.22
-0.50
1.13
-0.09
0.16
0.04
-0.13
1.50
-0.07
1.28
0.11
std
30.32
0.00
0.98
0.30
0.24
0.44
2.47
0.04
0.06
0.09
0.04
0.06
0.04
min
25.59
0.01
2.50
-1.22
0.30
-1.18
-8.71
-0.04
-0.28
1.17
-0.19
1.13
-0.08
25%
31.74
0.01
3.40
-0.68
0.98
-0.43
-0.95
0.01
-0.17
1.44
-0.09
1.24
0.09
50%
56.02
0.01
4.18
-0.48
1.19
-0.09
0.03
0.04
-0.14
1.52
-0.07
1.26
0.11
75%
87.92
0.01
5.05
-0.24
1.28
0.28
1.37
0.07
-0.10
1.57
-0.04
1.31
0.13
max
117.24
0.01
5.99
-0.01
1.80
1.20
8.88
0.19
0.11
1.72
0.05
1.51
0.21
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Marginal Distribution Plot

R value (Pearsons Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient), [v omega Fx Fy Fz Tx
Ty Tz] =
[[ 1.
-0.16 -0.14 -0.1
0.13 -0.04 -0.17
[-0.16 1.
0.06 0.09 0.06 0.09 -0.08
[-0.14 0.06 1.
0.58 0.19 0.52 0.04
[-0.1
0.09 0.58 1.
-0.26 0.76 -0.1
[ 0.13 0.06 0.19 -0.26 1.
0.03 -0.66
[-0.04 0.09 0.52 0.76 0.03 1.
-0.23
[-0.17 -0.08 0.04 -0.1 -0.66 -0.23 1.
[ 0.25 0.05 -0.06 0.09 0.4
0.18 -0.83

0.25]
0.05]
-0.06]
0.09]
0.4 ]
0.18]
-0.83]
1. ]]
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SAVE: Data stats, Pairplot, R values
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data
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Neural network summary, train/test dataset summary (raw and normed), neural
network results

Participant 3
6 inputs
Train dataset:
Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset:
Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Test fraction: 20%
neurons_per_layer: 100
EPOCHS: 3200
learning_rate: 0.001
Hidden layers: 3
NN inputs:
['Fx','Fy','Fz','Tx','Ty','Tz']
NN outputs: ['v', 'omega']
Validation_split:0.2
Activation function: sigmoid
Note: All data is randomly
sampled, all data normalized
train_dataset_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00
mean
0.00
-0.17
1.47
0.04
1.29
0.11
std
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.28
0.07
0.05
min
-0.20
-0.39
1.13
-0.22
1.07
-0.16
25%
-0.04
-0.21
1.42
-0.11
1.25
0.07
50%
-0.01
-0.17
1.48
-0.08
1.29
0.11
75%
0.03
-0.13
1.53
-0.04
1.34
0.14
max
0.20
0.04
1.73
0.68
1.53
0.23
test_dataset_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00
mean
0.00
-0.17
1.47
0.05
1.29
0.11
std
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.28
0.07
0.05
min
-0.20
-0.39
1.14
-0.21
1.06
-0.16
25%
-0.04
-0.21
1.42
-0.11
1.25
0.08
50%
-0.01
-0.17
1.47
-0.08
1.29
0.11
75%
0.03
-0.13
1.53
-0.04
1.34
0.14
max
0.20
0.04
1.74
0.68
1.53
0.23
normed_train_data_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00
mean
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
std
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

test_dataset_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00
mean
0.00
-0.17
1.47
0.05
1.29
0.11
std
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.28
0.07
0.05
min
-0.20
-0.39
1.14
-0.21
1.06
-0.16
25%
-0.04
-0.21
1.42
-0.11
1.25
0.08
50%
-0.01
-0.17
1.47
-0.08
1.29
0.11
75%
0.03
-0.13
1.53
-0.04
1.34
0.14
max
0.20
0.04
1.74
0.68
1.53
0.23
normed_train_data_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00 6875.00
mean
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
std
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
min
-3.19
-3.14
-3.91
-0.94
-3.22
-5.25
25%
-0.65
-0.54
-0.64
-0.55
-0.65
-0.64
50%
-0.18
0.04
0.03
-0.44
0.00
0.10
75%
0.36
0.58
0.64
-0.30
0.70
0.64
max
3.01
3.18
2.95
2.26
3.36
2.38

normed_test_data_describe
Fx
Fy
Fz
Tx
Ty
Tz
count 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00 1719.00
mean
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
-0.00
-0.00
std
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
min
-3.20
-3.23
-3.79
-0.93
-3.22
-5.15
25%
-0.66
-0.59
-0.63
-0.55
-0.66
-0.63
50%
-0.20
0.02
0.00
-0.45
-0.03
0.08
75%
0.38
0.58
0.63
-0.30
0.65
0.60
max
3.03
3.16
2.98
2.23
3.32
2.30
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Trained dataset: Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Testing / Predictions dataset: Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Testing Data Metrics Loss Target:
0.37048295965508155
Mean Abs Error Target:
0.31152758
Mean Squared Error
Target:0.37048295
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Predictions Data Metrics
v MSE [testing data / predictions] =
0.00682379399152144
omega MSE [testing data / predictions] =
0.7341421342814151
R2 value v [testing data / predictions] =
0.7005329805584026
R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] =

0.6353505053881836

NN trained with the following data:
Train dataset:
Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset:
Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data AUTO-SAVED (current
folder): Trained NN Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.h5 Model saved to disk

3 inputs
Train dataset: Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Test fraction: 20%
neurons_per_layer: 100
EPOCHS: 3200
learning_rate: 0.001
Hidden layers: 3
NN inputs: ['Fx', 'Fz', 'Ty']
NN outputs: ['v', 'omega']
Validation_split: 0.2
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Activation function: sigmoid
Note: All data is randomly sampled, all data normalized
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Trained dataset: Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Testing / Predictions dataset: Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Testing Data Metrics
Loss Target: 0.6220935078260855
Mean Abs Error Target: 0.41745615
Mean Squared Error Target: 0.62209356
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Predictions Data Metrics
v MSE [testing data / predictions] = 0.014256257214405044
omega MSE [testing data / predictions] = 1.229930777189357
R2 value v [testing data / predictions] = 0.37435408195276476
R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] = 0.38909154594619677
NN trained with the following data:
Train dataset: Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): Trained NN
Part3_complete_robot_train_dataset.h5 Model saved to disk
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Participant 6
6 inputs
Train dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Test fraction: 20%
neurons_per_layer: 100
EPOCHS: 3200
learning_rate: 0.001
Hidden layers: 3
NN inputs: ['Fx', 'Fy', 'Fz', 'Tx', 'Ty', 'Tz']
NN outputs: ['v', 'omega']
Validation_split: 0.2
Activation function: sigmoid
Note: All data is randomly sampled, all data normalized
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Trained dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Testing / Predictions dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Testing Data Metrics
Loss Target: 0.9139442553285693
Mean Abs Error Target: 0.50455546
Mean Squared Error Target: 0.9139442
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Predictions Data Metrics
v MSE [testing data / predictions] = 0.012276499220159042
omega MSE [testing data / predictions] = 1.8156120356185361
R2 value v [testing data / predictions] = 0.7844046894348543
R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] = 0.6730457162776131
NN trained with the following data:
Train dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): Trained NN
Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.h5 Model saved to disk

3 inputs
Train dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Test fraction: 20%
neurons_per_layer: 100
EPOCHS: 3200
learning_rate: 0.001
Hidden layers: 3
NN inputs: ['Fx', 'Fz', 'Ty']
NN outputs: ['v', 'omega']
Validation_split: 0.2
Activation function: sigmoid
Note: All data is randomly sampled, all data normalized
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Trained dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Testing / Predictions dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
Testing Data Metrics
Loss Target: 2.4995046540036228
Mean Abs Error Target: 0.864208
Mean Squared Error Target: 2.4995043

Predictions Data Metrics
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v MSE [testing data / predictions] = 0.03822610105297219
omega MSE [testing data / predictions] = 4.960783191184185
R2 value v [testing data / predictions] = 0.3286874392760797
R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] = 0.10666525493530432
NN trained with the following data:
Train dataset: Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt
Test dataset: Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt
SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data
AUTO-SAVED (current folder): Trained NN
Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.h5 Model saved to disk
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Generalization of neural network

Participant 3

192

193

Participant 6
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Time shifted data
Participant 3
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Participant 6
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APPENDIX B
RUN PROCESS
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Specifications of Data Collection Equipment
Keyri Moreno Bonnett & George Leno Holmes Jr
8/23/2019
Optitrack:
• Motive coordinate system y- up, right hand coordinate system
https://v21.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Quick_Start_Guide:_Getting_Start
ed
• The quality stats display the reliability of associated marker data. Errors per
marker lists average displacement between detected markers and expected marker
locations within corresponding assets. Marker Quality values rate how well
camera rays converged when the respective marker was reconstructed. The value
varies from 0 (unstable marker) to 1 (accurate marker).
https://v110.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Data_Export:_CSV
• Motive rotation transformation convention to generate euler angles when
exporting the data to cvs is XYZ. the XYZ order indicates pitch is degree about
the X axis, yaw is degree about the Y axis, and roll is degree about the Z axis.
https://v21.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Data_Export:_CSV
• Software latency of Motive is displayed on the status panel. For the current
cameras have a latency 10ms on average. Latency will increase if natnet libraries
are used. Latency derived from the sum of the processing times taken from each
of the individual solvers in Motive.
https://v21.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Latency_Measurements
• Cameras get data at 100 FPS (frames per second), this can be variable.
https://optitrack.com/hardware/compare/
Note: camera model is Flex 3
• Error of position depends on the calibration error. On an exceptional calibration
the Overall Reprojection Mean 3D Error: 0.486mm (Displays the overall resulting
2D and 3D reprojection error values from the calibration) and Mean 2D Error:
0.095 pixels (The average pixel error of the camera. Represent the 2 dimensional
error of the camera's ability to locate a marker.) (Exceptional). Where reprojection
is a project of the raw camera data to the Motive software.
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•

•

•

https://v21.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Calibration
https://v21.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Calibration_pane#Calibration
https://v110.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Calibration
Motive 1.7 : L-Frame long (marked Z) "leg" interpreted as +Z, L-Frame short
(unlabeled) leg interpreted as -X

Exporting the data to cvs following line must be selected on CSV Options
https://v110.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Data_Export
https://v110.wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Data_Export:_CSV
o Markers: False
o RigidBodies: True
o RigidBodiesMarkers: False
o Bones: False
o BoneMarkers: False
o Rotation Type: XYZ
o QualityStats:True
o Include Header Information: True
Before recording data must be selected 3D so it can be exported properly
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•
•
•

Open the CVS, and save as Text (Tab delimited) and click yes
Open the tab delimited file just saved in notepad ++, and “file, save as” as ‘all
file’ (as opposed to .txt, .csv. .xlsx extensions)
Put a # in front of everything that is not a number

DAQ:
•
•

•

•
•

The buffer size 4095 samples
Sample rate:
o Single channel Max 250 kS/s
o Multichannel Max (aggregate 250 kS/s), Sample rate = 250 kS/s / # of
channels
Timing accuracy 50 ppm (parts per million) of sample rate. Internal clock of the
DAQ.
Oscillators and other frequency control devices specify their frequency variation
in units of parts per million (ppm).
(https://www.jitterlabs.com/support/calculators/ppm)

Timing resolution 50 ns, how small the accuracy and resolution of a sample can
be.
Sensitivity and bandwidth, depends on the voltage range please table below. By
default the DAQ voltage range is 10 to -10.
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USB-6210 Specifications (pg 4)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data is acquired from labview at a sampling rate of 100 Hz (as user defined in the
labview program). It can be modified as required.
When saving the file, save it without an extension
Put a # in front of everything that is not a number
Labview code generates voltages and writes data into a spreadsheet
Reads in 6 analog channels of data
Recommended warm-up time is 15 minutes for the DAQ
Calibration interval once a year
Number of channels 8 differential or 16 single ended
o Currently reading 6 channel. Each channel represents:
▪ Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz

Force Sensor
• F/T Sensor Mini45
• What exactly is a ATI Industrial Automation FTMUX mux box?
The sensor is too small to have all the components incorporated. The mux box are
the component that contains transducer electronics for transducers that are too
small to house them.
• What does the ATI Industrial Automation FTCTL Force/Torque Sensor Controller
System do exactly?
The primary function of the F/T Controller is to convert strain gage data to
Cartesian force/torque components. Communication can be done through the
serial I/O, the discrete I/O, or the optional analog output.
ATI Protector Manual
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Author: Keiry Moreno Bonnett & George Holmes
Date: November 19, 2019
Subject: Data collection and post processing set-by-step

Optitrack and DAQ data collection:
1. In the course of each experiment each participant’s data was collected in two
different computers (one for Optitrack and one for the DAQ).
2. The data was collected continuously - without pausing the data collection in
between participant blocks. Each participant has 6 blocks, and each block has 4
trials. For each trial, the participant traversed one of four different predetermined
trajectories.
3. During a given block the starting and ending times of each trial were manually
recorded and later uploaded into a word document as a reference for parsing the
data post experiment.
Note: Manually recorded start and end times were not always usable, see section below.
4.

After every block the data was exported from Optitrack and DAQ. The data from

Optitrack was exported for each given block. The raw data was exported first, without
filling out the missing data; next the filled data was exported, and the max number of
missing data samples were manually recorded and saved into the word document
mentioned above. Both raw and filled data excel files were uploaded onto a Google Drive
repository. The DAQ automatically saved a text file at the conclusion of each block, these
files were also uploaded to Google Drive.
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Note: Several times during the Optitrack data collection process, Motive would crash
right before saving the data, those blocks have been noted and the data recaptured for that
specific block.

Processing saved data:
5.

Separate force and pose data files existed from the experiments.

5.

The Optitrack data consisted of each sheet representing a block of raw data or fill

data (as noted in the Excel file tabs). Each sheet (block) was collected in a single Excel
file for a given participant. The optitrack pose data was rotated approximately 48 degrees;
filled data.
5.

The text file generated by Labview (representing one block) was then saved as a

single sheet excel file. Every sheet (representing one block) was then collected into one
Excel file representing a participant.
Note: This DAQ file has non uniform time stamps from the windows processor, instead
of the uniform time stamps from the daq buffer.
8.

The pose data was then added to the force data, “sample to sample,” (ie, the full

number of pose samples were copied to the full number force samples without any
transformations or shifts in time)
Note: At this point the Opti rotated X becomes Y, the Opti rotated Z becomes X
Note: columns were created for v, theta, and omega; zero was placed in these columns as
placeholders.
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9.

The data was then graphed and shifted by visual inspection of the alignment

bumps at the beginning of the experiment for the Fz and rotated Y (rotated Opti X).
Note: The unshifted data was saved as well
Note: The force was shifted not the pose data, because alignment will use the pose time
samples for alignment.
Note: The data time stamps (originally from the forces) needed to be modified to be
uniform.

If the force data is being shifted up to match the pose data. This number and this number
alone, needed to be modified to visually see the graph shift and the peaks align. The cells
above this number were then deleted and all the following force and torque cells were
shifted up to correspond with the first pose data sample.

Before shifting
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After shifting

If the force data is being shifted back to match the pose data, then the force and torque
cells should be highlighted and physically moved down with copy and paste.
Note: There will be many force and torque cells that will be empty.
The numbers below summarize the amounts that the data was shifted.

Part 3, Block 2 - Force shifted up 1.98 sec
Part 3, Block 3 - Force shifted down 1.2 sec
Part 3, Block 4 - Force shifted up 1.28 sec
Part 3, Block 5 - Force shifted up 0.78 sec
Part 3, Block 6 - Force shifted up 1.18 sec

Part 6, Block 1 -Void
Part 6, Block 2 - Force shifted up 1.18 sec
Part 6, Block 3 - Force shifted up 1.48 sec
Part 6, Block 4 - Force shifted up 1.08 sec
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Part 6, Block 5 - Force shifted up 0.98 sec
Part 6, Block 6 - Force shifted up 1.98 sec

10.

Each sheet was then exported into an individual Excel file for each individual

block using the following naming convention: Part3_Block2
10.

The data acquisition time stamps manually recorded during the human-human

experiment were then used to find the specific window a trial was conducted in, within
the continuous block of data. The data windows were divided by green cells to indicate
the starting time stamp of each trial, and red for the stopping time stamp.
Note: The non uniform daq time stamps were used, and approximated as best as possible.
12.

Fz, X, Y vs time were all plotted to verify that the graphs matched expected

performance as observed from human-human experimentation.
12.

During the graphing process it was discovered that not all the data trial windows

matched properly with the manually recorded times. To correct this, graphs were
generated of Optitrack’s x and z vs time. These graphs were then used to find the correct
data trial window for the following blocks: Part 3 Block 3-4 and Part 6 Block 2-3; the
correct data trial window was based on previous blocks’ graphs and time stamps, and an
intuition that was developed for an expected data shape, these factors were then
compared to the data in question. Based on the data windows observed by examining the
plots, the manually recorded times were updated, and this new data window was used in
future analysis.
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14.

The data was then cut in Y (Excel, rotated; Optitrack X, rotated), from 2 meters to

4 meters. This data represents one trial and was highlighted in yellow. This data
represents the “data window.”
Note: This was done for two primary reasons, there was missing data at the beginning
and end of each trial, and the experiment from 2-4 meters was determined to be the area
of interest.
15.

The data window was then extracted (copied and pasted), including the column

header, into a separate Excel file. File, save as the file as a text tab delimited file, using
the following naming convention 'Part3_Block2_Trial1'
15.

These text files were then used in the VREP simulation to generate v, theta and w

15.

V, theta and w were then added to the original text file, replacing the columns that

previously contained zeros
15.

This text file was then cut further from 2.5 - 6 m, to remove the acceleration of

the robot from rest.
15.

The final text file was given to the NN

15.

The NN was trained on the following inputs: Fx, Fy, ty

The Optitrack data was rotated to align the Human-Human trajectory along the Optitrack
Z axis (as opposed to being diagonal in between the X and Z).
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From processing to VREP:
1. At this point, the individual text files, for each trial, were used in a VREP
simulation; particularly the data for the Human XY trajectory.
2. A kinematic controller was used to generate a robot that followed this Human
trajectory, the kinematic controller needs the Human trajectory for its
calculations. The kinematic controller used the following gains (k1 = 1, k2 = 2, k3
= 1). The X, Y, theta, v and omega from the robot were all then exported from
VREP.
3. The individual trial (Optitrack text file) was then concatenated to include the data
from VREP.
4. All of the individual trials were then collected into one large text file for each
participant (irregardless of the Human trajectory type, ie the four predefined
trajectories).
5. This large text for a single participant was then used to train a NN.
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TO: Dr. Song
FROM: George Leno Holmes Jr
DATE: 10/17/2019
SUBJECT: Initial data processing and rotating trajectories

The following pages summarize how the human trajectories collected from experimental
data was rotated for proper processing.

Below is the experimental setup with the optitrack coordinates.
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Participate 3; Block 2

The following is the raw data for participant 3; block 2, consisting of four trials.
Below are all of the optitrack data trials together, in one continuous trajectory.
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Below are all of participant 3, block 2 trials together, in one continuous force data
stream. One important note is the direction of the force sensor as seen in the images
below.
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Fx is the "shear" in the direction seen in the image below, meaning one person must have
been pulling the other person in the positive Fx direction?? Positive Fz is pulling laterally
from the trajectory.
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Participate 3; Block 2; Trial 1

The overall trajectory was segmented into trials, with the first trial being between 26-34
seconds. The standard, or raw data trajectory, was rotated by 48 degrees to put the
trajectory along the Z axis using a standard rotation matrix about the z axis.
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Time alignment of force and optitrack data
Referring to the following report, page 4, Optitrack’s alignment bump precedes the force
sensor by approximately .69 seconds.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12sfa8tuv6IOjogmixfR4aobv2uEJIPO0hqd5nlrgnv
Q/edit
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Participate 3; Block 2; Trial 2

The overall trajectory was segmented into trials, with this second trial being between 5361 seconds. The standard, or raw data trajectory, was rotated by 48 degrees to put the
trajectory along the Z axis using a standard rotation matrix about the z axis.
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Time alignment of force and optitrack data
Referring to the following report, page 4, Optitrack’s alignment bump precedes the force
sensor by approximately .69 seconds.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12sfa8tuv6IOjogmixfR4aobv2uEJIPO0hqd5nlrgnv
Q/edit
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Participate 3; Block 2; Trial 3
The overall trajectory was segmented into trials, with this third trial being between 81-90
seconds. The standard, or raw data trajectory, was rotated by 48 degrees to put the
trajectory along the Z axis using a standard rotation matrix about the z axis.
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Time alignment of force and optitrack data
Referring to the following report, page 4, Optitrack’s alignment bump precedes the force
sensor by approximately .69 seconds.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/12sfa8tuv6IOjogmixfR4aobv2uEJIPO0hqd5nlrgnv
Q/edit
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Participate 3; Block 2; Trial 4

The overall trajectory was segmented into trials, with this fourth trial being between 112120 seconds. The standard, or raw data trajectory, was rotated by 48 degrees to put the
trajectory along the Z axis using a standard rotation matrix about the z axis.
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Time alignment of force and optitrack data
Referring to the following report, page 4, Optitrack’s alignment bump precedes the force
sensor by approximately .69 seconds.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12sfa8tuv6IOjogmixfR4aobv2uEJIPO0hqd5nlrgnv
Q/edit
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Participate 4; Block 1

The following is the raw data for participate 4; block 1, consisting of four trials.
Below are all of the optitrack data trials together, in one continuous trajectory.
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Below are all of participate 4, block 1 trials together, in one continuous force data
stream. One important note is the direction of the force sensor as seen in the images
below.

Fx is the "shear" in the direction seen in the image below, meaning one person must have
been pulling the other person in the positive Fx direction?? Positive Fz is pulling laterally
from the trajectory.
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Participate 4; Block 1; Trial 1

Time alignment of force and optitrack data
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Participate 4; Block 1; Trial 2

Time alignment of force and optitrack data
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Participate 4; Block 1; Trial 3

Time alignment of force and optitrack data
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Participate 4; Block 1; Trial 4

Time alignment of force and optitrack data
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APPENDIX C
SOFTWARE
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# Program functions: Import datafile, Marginal Distribution plots,
# create train and test datasets, Pearson Product-Moment
# Correlation Coeff.
# Copyright 2020, George Leno Holmes Jr, All rights reserved.
# 6/7/2019

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import seaborn as sns
#from sklearn.metrics import r2_score

#Defining analysis parameters
test_frac = 0.2;
NNinputs = ['Fx', 'Fy', 'Fz', 'Tx', 'Ty', 'Tz'] # nn inputs
#NNinputs = ['Fx','Fz','Ty'] # nn inputs
NNoutputs = ['v', 'omega'] # nn outputs
#NNoutputs = ['omega'] # nn outputs

# Import dataset
data_filename = 'Part6_complete_robot_300.txt'
dataset = pd.read_csv(data_filename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
pd.set_option('display.max_columns',13)
pd.set_option('display.width', 500)
pd.options.display.float_format = '{:.2f}'.format

print('')
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print('Dataset: ', data_filename)
print('20% of data randomly set aside for testing after NN training')
print('')

dataset_describe = dataset.describe()
print('complete dataset_describe')
print(dataset_describe)

# Joint distribution and margin distrubution plot
print('')
print('Marginal Distribution Plot')
sns.set(font_scale=3); sns.set_style("ticks", {'axes.grid' : True})
sns.pairplot(dataset,x_vars=NNoutputs,y_vars=NNinputs, plot_kws=dict(s=10,linewidth=.01),
aspect=3, diag_kind="kde")
plt.show()

##############################################################################
#################
# Train / Test dataset
test_dataset = dataset.sample(frac=test_frac) #shuffles data
train_dataset = dataset.drop(test_dataset.index)

test_filename = "%s_test_dataset.txt" % data_filename[0:-4]
test_dataset.to_csv(test_filename,sep='\t',index=False)

train_filename = "%s_train_dataset.txt" % data_filename[0:-4]
train_dataset.to_csv(train_filename,sep='\t',index=False)
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##############################################################################
#################
#Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients
#r2_value1 = np.corrcoef(dataset[['v', 'omega', 'X', 'Y', 'theta']], rowvar=False)
#print('')
#print('R value, X Y theta = ')
#print(np.round(r2_value1,2))

r2_value2 = np.corrcoef(dataset[['v', 'omega', 'Fx', 'Fy', 'Fz', 'Tx', 'Ty', 'Tz']], rowvar=False)
print('')
print('R value (Pearsons Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient), [v omega Fx Fy Fz Tx Ty Tz]
= ')
print(np.round(r2_value2,2))

print('')
print('SAVE: Data stats, Pairplot, R values')
print('AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data')
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# Train the NN with 6 inputs
# Copyright 2020, George Leno Holmes Jr, All rights reserved.
# 6/7/2019
# https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/keras/basic_regression

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
#import seaborn as sns
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow import keras
from tensorflow.keras import layers
from notify_run import Notify
from pathlib import Path

notify = Notify()

#Defining NN parameters
neurons_per_layer = 100
EPOCHS = 3200
learning_rate = .001
val_split = 0.2
NNinputs = ['Fx', 'Fy', 'Fz', 'Tx', 'Ty', 'Tz'] # nn inputs
#NNinputs = ['Fx','Fz','Ty'] # nn inputs
NNoutputs = ['v', 'omega'] # nn outputs
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#NNoutputs = ['omega'] # nn outputs
NNinputlength = len(NNinputs); NNoutputlength = len(NNoutputs)

# Import dataset
train_datafilename = 'Part6_complete_robot_300_train_dataset.txt'
train_data = pd.read_csv(train_datafilename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
test_datafilename = 'Part6_complete_robot_300_test_dataset.txt'
test_data = pd.read_csv(test_datafilename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
pd.set_option('display.max_columns',13)
pd.set_option('display.width', 500)
pd.options.display.float_format = '{:.2f}'.format

print('')
print('Train dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Test dataset: ', test_datafilename)
print('Test fraction: 20%')
print('neurons_per_layer: ', neurons_per_layer)
print('EPOCHS: ', EPOCHS)
print('learning_rate: ', learning_rate)
print('Hidden layers: 3')
print('NN inputs: ', NNinputs)
print('NN outputs: ', NNoutputs)
print('Validation_split: ', val_split)
print('Activation function: sigmoid')
print('Note: All data is randomly sampled, all data normalized')
print('')
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##############################################################################
#################

# Train / Test dataset
train_dataset = train_data.sample(frac=1) #shuffles data
test_dataset = test_data.sample(frac=1)

# Specify nn outputs
train_labels = train_dataset[NNoutputs]
test_labels = test_dataset[NNoutputs]

# Specify nn inputs
train_dataset = train_dataset[NNinputs]
test_dataset = test_dataset[NNinputs]

# Standardize train input data
def standardize_trainFx(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Fx"].mean()) / train_dataset["Fx"].std()

def standardize_trainFy(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Fy"].mean()) / train_dataset["Fy"].std()

def standardize_trainFz(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Fz"].mean()) / train_dataset["Fz"].std()

def standardize_trainTx(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Tx"].mean()) / train_dataset["Tx"].std()
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def standardize_trainTy(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Ty"].mean()) / train_dataset["Ty"].std()

def standardize_trainTz(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Tz"].mean()) / train_dataset["Tz"].std()

# Standardize test input data
def standardize_testFx(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fx"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fx"].std()

def standardize_testFy(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fy"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fy"].std()

def standardize_testFz(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fz"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fz"].std()

def standardize_testTx(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Tx"].mean()) / test_dataset["Tx"].std()

def standardize_testTy(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Ty"].mean()) / test_dataset["Ty"].std()

def standardize_testTz(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Tz"].mean()) / test_dataset["Tz"].std()

# write a standardize function for each nn input variable
normed_train_dataFx = standardize_trainFx(train_dataset["Fx"])
normed_test_dataFx = standardize_testFx(test_dataset["Fx"])
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normed_train_dataFy = standardize_trainFy(train_dataset["Fy"])
normed_test_dataFy = standardize_testFy(test_dataset["Fy"])

normed_train_dataFz = standardize_trainFz(train_dataset["Fz"])
normed_test_dataFz = standardize_testFz(test_dataset["Fz"])

normed_train_dataTx = standardize_trainTx(train_dataset["Tx"])
normed_test_dataTx = standardize_testTx(test_dataset["Tx"])

normed_train_dataTy = standardize_trainTy(train_dataset["Ty"])
normed_test_dataTy = standardize_testTy(test_dataset["Ty"])

normed_train_dataTz = standardize_trainTz(train_dataset["Tz"])
normed_test_dataTz = standardize_testTz(test_dataset["Tz"])

#combine input arrays into one array
normed_train_data =
np.column_stack([normed_train_dataFx,normed_train_dataFy,normed_train_dataFz,normed_trai
n_dataTx,normed_train_dataTy,normed_train_dataTz])
normed_test_data =
np.column_stack([normed_test_dataFx,normed_test_dataFy,normed_test_dataFz,normed_test_da
taTx,normed_test_dataTy,normed_test_dataTz])

#numpy array to dataframe
normed_train_data = pd.DataFrame(normed_train_data,columns=['Fx','Fy','Fz','Tx','Ty','Tz'])
normed_test_data = pd.DataFrame(normed_test_data,columns=['Fx','Fy','Fz','Tx','Ty','Tz'])

#Before and post training statistics
train_dataset_describe = train_dataset.describe()
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print('train_dataset_describe')
print(train_dataset_describe)
print()

test_dataset_describe = test_dataset.describe()
print('test_dataset_describe')
print(test_dataset_describe)
print()

normed_train_data_describe = normed_train_data.describe()
print('normed_train_data_describe')
print(normed_train_data_describe)
print()

normed_test_data_describe = normed_test_data.describe()
print('normed_test_data_describe')
print(normed_test_data_describe)
print()

##############################################################################
#################
# NN processing

# Build NN model
def build_model():
model = keras.Sequential([
layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid, input_shape=[NNinputlength]),
layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid),
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layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid),
layers.Dense(NNoutputlength)
])

optimizer = tf.keras.optimizers.RMSprop(lr=learning_rate)

model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer=optimizer,
metrics=['mean_absolute_error', 'mean_squared_error'])
return model

model = build_model()
model.summary()

print('Training: ', train_datafilename)
# Display training progress by printing a single dot for each completed epoch
class PrintDot(keras.callbacks.Callback):
def on_epoch_end(self, epoch, logs):
if epoch % 100 == 0: print('')
print('.', end='')

# NN training
history = model.fit(normed_train_data, train_labels, epochs=EPOCHS,
validation_split=val_split, verbose=0, callbacks=[PrintDot()])

# Print to the console how many epochs training took
hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)
hist['epoch'] = history.epoch
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hist.tail()

# Print the training of the NN over time
FS = 10; xFigSize = 10; yFigSize = 5
def plot_history(history):
hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)
hist['epoch'] = history.epoch

plt.figure(1, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.xlabel('Epoch', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('Mean Abs Error [Target]', fontsize=FS)
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['mean_absolute_error'],
label='Train Mean Abs Error')
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['val_mean_absolute_error'],
label = 'Val Mean Abs Error')
plt.legend()
plt.show()

plt.figure(2, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.xlabel('Epoch', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('Mean Square Error [$Target^2$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['mean_squared_error'],
label='Train MSE')
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['val_mean_squared_error'],
label = 'Validation MSE')
plt.legend()
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plt.show()

plot_history(history)

##############################################################################
#################
# NN performance analysis
print('')
print('Trained dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Testing / Predictions dataset: ', test_datafilename)
loss, mae, mse = model.evaluate(normed_test_data, test_labels, verbose=0)

print('')
print('

Testing Data Metrics

')

print("Loss Target: ", loss)
print("Mean Abs Error Target: ", mae)
print("Mean Squared Error Target: ", mse)

# Make predictions
test_predictions = model.predict(normed_test_data)

#visualization of the ANOVA table, should be a regressed diagonal line
plt.figure(3, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['v'],test_predictions[:,0])
plt.xlabel('v Testing data [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('v Predicted [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
lims = [0, 2]
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plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

plt.figure(4, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['omega'],test_predictions[:,1])
plt.xlabel('$\omega$ Testing data [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('$\omega$ Predicted [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
lims = [-10, 10]
plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

print('')
print('

Predictions Data Metrics

')

predict_mse = np.mean((test_labels-test_predictions)**2)
print('v MSE [testing data / predictions] = ', predict_mse[0])
print('omega MSE [testing data / predictions] = ', predict_mse[1])

# Correlation coeff calculation
r2_value_v = r2_score(test_labels['v'], test_predictions[:,0])
print('R2 value v [testing data / predictions] = ', r2_value_v)

r2_value_omega = r2_score(test_labels['omega'], test_predictions[:,1])
print('R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] = ', r2_value_omega)
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##############################################################################
##########
# save model and architecture to single file
print('')
p = Path(train_datafilename[0:-4])
model_save = p.with_suffix('.h5')
model.save(model_save)
notify.send(train_datafilename)

print('')
print('NN trained with the following data:')
print('Train dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Test dataset: ', test_datafilename)
print('')
print('SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats')
print('')
print('AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data')
print('AUTO-SAVED (current folder): Trained NN')
print(model_save, "Model saved to disk")
print('')
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# Train the NN with 3 inputs
# Copyright 2020, George Leno Holmes Jr, All rights reserved.
# 6/7/2019
# https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/keras/basic_regression

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
#import seaborn as sns
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score

import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow import keras
from tensorflow.keras import layers
from notify_run import Notify
from pathlib import Path

notify = Notify()

#Defining NN parameters
neurons_per_layer = 100
EPOCHS = 3200
learning_rate = .001
val_split = 0.2
NNinputs = ['Fx', 'Fz', 'Ty'] # nn inputs
#NNinputs = ['Fx','Fz','Ty'] # nn inputs
NNoutputs = ['v', 'omega'] # nn outputs
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#NNoutputs = ['omega'] # nn outputs
NNinputlength = len(NNinputs); NNoutputlength = len(NNoutputs)

# Import dataset
train_datafilename = 'Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.txt'
train_data = pd.read_csv(train_datafilename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
test_datafilename = 'Part6_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt'
test_data = pd.read_csv(test_datafilename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
pd.set_option('display.max_columns',13)
pd.set_option('display.width', 500)
pd.options.display.float_format = '{:.2f}'.format

print('')
print('Train dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Test dataset: ', test_datafilename)
print('Test fraction: 20%')
print('neurons_per_layer: ', neurons_per_layer)
print('EPOCHS: ', EPOCHS)
print('learning_rate: ', learning_rate)
print('Hidden layers: 3')
print('NN inputs: ', NNinputs)
print('NN outputs: ', NNoutputs)
print('Validation_split: ', val_split)
print('Activation function: sigmoid')
print('Note: All data is randomly sampled, all data normalized')
print('')
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##############################################################################
#################

# Train / Test dataset
train_dataset = train_data.sample(frac=1) #shuffles data
test_dataset = test_data.sample(frac=1)

# Specify nn outputs
train_labels = train_dataset[NNoutputs]
test_labels = test_dataset[NNoutputs]

# Specify nn inputs
train_dataset = train_dataset[NNinputs]
test_dataset = test_dataset[NNinputs]

# Standardize train input data
def standardize_trainFx(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Fx"].mean()) / train_dataset["Fx"].std()

def standardize_trainFz(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Fz"].mean()) / train_dataset["Fz"].std()

def standardize_trainTy(input):
return (input - train_dataset["Ty"].mean()) / train_dataset["Ty"].std()

# Standardize test input data
def standardize_testFx(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fx"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fx"].std()
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def standardize_testFz(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fz"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fz"].std()

def standardize_testTy(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Ty"].mean()) / test_dataset["Ty"].std()

# write a standardize function for each nn input variable
normed_train_dataFx = standardize_trainFx(train_dataset["Fx"])
normed_test_dataFx = standardize_testFx(test_dataset["Fx"])

normed_train_dataFz = standardize_trainFz(train_dataset["Fz"])
normed_test_dataFz = standardize_testFz(test_dataset["Fz"])

normed_train_dataTy = standardize_trainTy(train_dataset["Ty"])
normed_test_dataTy = standardize_testTy(test_dataset["Ty"])

#combine input arrays into one array
normed_train_data =
np.column_stack([normed_train_dataFx,normed_train_dataFz,normed_train_dataTy])
normed_test_data =
np.column_stack([normed_test_dataFx,normed_test_dataFz,normed_test_dataTy])

#numpy array to dataframe
normed_train_data = pd.DataFrame(normed_train_data,columns=['Fx','Fz','Ty'])
normed_test_data = pd.DataFrame(normed_test_data,columns=['Fx','Fz','Ty'])

#Before and post training statistics
train_dataset_describe = train_dataset.describe()
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print('train_dataset_describe')
print(train_dataset_describe)
print()

test_dataset_describe = test_dataset.describe()
print('test_dataset_describe')
print(test_dataset_describe)
print()

normed_train_data_describe = normed_train_data.describe()
print('normed_train_data_describe')
print(normed_train_data_describe)
print()

normed_test_data_describe = normed_test_data.describe()
print('normed_test_data_describe')
print(normed_test_data_describe)
print()

##############################################################################
#################
# NN processing

# Build NN model
def build_model():
model = keras.Sequential([
layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid, input_shape=[NNinputlength]),
layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid),
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layers.Dense(neurons_per_layer, activation=tf.nn.sigmoid),
layers.Dense(NNoutputlength)
])

optimizer = tf.keras.optimizers.RMSprop(lr=learning_rate)

model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer=optimizer,
metrics=['mean_absolute_error', 'mean_squared_error'])
return model

model = build_model()
model.summary()

print('Training: ', train_datafilename)
# Display training progress by printing a single dot for each completed epoch
class PrintDot(keras.callbacks.Callback):
def on_epoch_end(self, epoch, logs):
if epoch % 100 == 0: print('')
print('.', end='')

# NN training
history = model.fit(normed_train_data, train_labels, epochs=EPOCHS,
validation_split=val_split, verbose=0, callbacks=[PrintDot()])

# Print to the console how many epochs training took
hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)
hist['epoch'] = history.epoch
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hist.tail()

# Print the training of the NN over time
FS = 10; xFigSize = 10; yFigSize = 5
def plot_history(history):
hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)
hist['epoch'] = history.epoch

plt.figure(1, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.xlabel('Epoch', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('Mean Abs Error [Target]', fontsize=FS)
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['mean_absolute_error'],
label='Train Mean Abs Error')
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['val_mean_absolute_error'],
label = 'Val Mean Abs Error')
plt.legend()
plt.show()

plt.figure(2, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.xlabel('Epoch', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('Mean Square Error [$Target^2$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['mean_squared_error'],
label='Train MSE')
plt.plot(hist['epoch'], hist['val_mean_squared_error'],
label = 'Validation MSE')
plt.legend()
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plt.show()

plot_history(history)

##############################################################################
#################
# NN performance analysis
print('')
print('Trained dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Testing / Predictions dataset: ', test_datafilename)
loss, mae, mse = model.evaluate(normed_test_data, test_labels, verbose=0)

print('')
print('

Testing Data Metrics

')

print("Loss Target: ", loss)
print("Mean Abs Error Target: ", mae)
print("Mean Squared Error Target: ", mse)

# Make predictions
test_predictions = model.predict(normed_test_data)

#visualization of the ANOVA table, should be a regressed diagonal line
plt.figure(3, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['v'],test_predictions[:,0])
plt.xlabel('v Testing data [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('v Predicted [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
lims = [0, 2]
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plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

plt.figure(4, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['omega'],test_predictions[:,1])
plt.xlabel('$\omega$ Testing data [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('$\omega$ Predicted [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
lims = [-10, 10]
plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

print('')
print('

Predictions Data Metrics

')

predict_mse = np.mean((test_labels-test_predictions)**2)
print('v MSE [testing data / predictions] = ', predict_mse[0])
print('omega MSE [testing data / predictions] = ', predict_mse[1])

# Correlation coeff calculation
r2_value_v = r2_score(test_labels['v'], test_predictions[:,0])
print('R2 value v [testing data / predictions] = ', r2_value_v)

r2_value_omega = r2_score(test_labels['omega'], test_predictions[:,1])
print('R2 value omega [testing data / predictions] = ', r2_value_omega)
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##############################################################################
##########
# save model and architecture to single file
print('')
p = Path(train_datafilename[0:-4])
model_save = p.with_suffix('.h5')
model.save(model_save)
notify.send(train_datafilename)
print('')

print('')
print('NN trained with the following data:')
print('Train dataset: ', train_datafilename)
print('Test dataset: ', test_datafilename)
print('')
print('SAVE: Test/Train Data stats, NN perf plots/stats')
print('')
print('AUTO-SAVED (current folder): 20% test data | 80% train data')
print('AUTO-SAVED (current folder): Trained NN')
print(model_save, "Model saved to disk")
print('')
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# Load trained NN, load and test performance
# Copyright 2020, George Leno Holmes Jr, All rights reserved.
# 6/7/2019

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import seaborn as sns
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score

from tensorflow.keras.models import load_model

#Defining NN parameters
NNinputs = ['Fx', 'Fy', 'Fz', 'Tx', 'Ty', 'Tz'] # nn inputs
#NNinputs = ['Fy','Fz'] # nn inputs
NNoutputs = ['v', 'omega'] # nn outputs
#NNoutputs = ['omega'] # nn outputs
NNinputlength = len(NNinputs); NNoutputlength = len(NNoutputs)

# Import dataset
#data_filename = 'Part3_Block5_Trial1_robot.txt'
model_load = 'Part6_complete_robot_train_dataset.h5' # Trained NN
data_filename = 'Part3_complete_robot_test_dataset.txt' # Data to test

dataset = pd.read_csv(data_filename,sep="\t") #tab deliminted text file
pd.set_option('display.max_columns',15)
pd.set_option('display.width', 500)
pd.options.display.float_format = '{:.2f}'.format
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print('')
print('Trained NN model: ', model_load)
print('Test dataset: ', data_filename)
print('NN inputs: ', NNinputs)
print('NN outputs: ', NNoutputs)
print('Note: Data is randomly sampled, all data normalized')
print('')

dataset_describe = dataset.describe()
print(dataset_describe)

try:
# Joint distribution and margin distrubution plot
sns.set(font_scale=3); sns.set_style("ticks", {'axes.grid' : True})
sns.pairplot(dataset,x_vars=['v', 'omega'],y_vars=NNinputs,
plot_kws=dict(s=10,linewidth=.01), aspect=3, diag_kind="kde")
plt.show()
except KeyError:
raise KeyError("Check", data_filename, "is the header included?")

##############################################################################
#################
# Train / Test dataset
test_dataset = dataset #do not shuffle data

# Specify nn outputs
#train_labels = train_dataset[NNoutputs]
test_labels = test_dataset[NNoutputs]
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# Specify nn inputs
#train_dataset = train_dataset[NNinputs]
test_dataset = test_dataset[NNinputs]

# Standardize test input data
def standardize_testFx(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fx"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fx"].std()

def standardize_testFy(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fy"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fy"].std()

def standardize_testFz(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Fz"].mean()) / test_dataset["Fz"].std()

def standardize_testTx(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Tx"].mean()) / test_dataset["Tx"].std()

def standardize_testTy(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Ty"].mean()) / test_dataset["Ty"].std()

def standardize_testTz(input):
return (input - test_dataset["Tz"].mean()) / test_dataset["Tz"].std()

# write a standardize function for each nn input variable
normed_test_dataFx = standardize_testFx(test_dataset["Fx"])

normed_test_dataFy = standardize_testFy(test_dataset["Fy"])
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normed_test_dataFz = standardize_testFz(test_dataset["Fz"])

normed_test_dataTx = standardize_testTx(test_dataset["Tx"])

normed_test_dataTy = standardize_testTy(test_dataset["Ty"])

normed_test_dataTz = standardize_testTz(test_dataset["Tz"])

#combine input arrays into one array
normed_test_data_np =
np.column_stack([normed_test_dataFx,normed_test_dataFy,normed_test_dataFz,normed_test_da
taTx,normed_test_dataTy,normed_test_dataTz])

#numpy array to dataframe
normed_test_data = pd.DataFrame(normed_test_data_np,columns=['Fx','Fy','Fz','Tx','Ty','Tz'])

normed_test_data_describe = normed_test_data.describe()
print('normed_test_data_describe')
print(normed_test_data_describe)
print('')

##############################################################################
#################
# NN processing

#load model
model = load_model(model_load)
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print('Model loaded')

#Summarize model
model.summary()

##############################################################################
#################
# NN performance analysis

loss, mae, mse = model.evaluate(normed_test_data, test_labels, verbose=0)

print("Testing set Loss Target: ", loss)
print("Testing set Mean Abs Error Target: ", mae)
print("Testing set Mean Squared Error Target: ", mse)

# Make predictions
test_predictions = model.predict(normed_test_data)

predict_mse = np.mean((test_labels-test_predictions)**2)
print('predict_mse = ', predict_mse)

#visualization of the ANOVA table, should be a regressed diagonal line
FS = 25; xFigSize = 10; yFigSize = 5
plt.figure(3, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['v'],test_predictions[:,0])
plt.xlabel('v Actual [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('v Predicted [$m/s$]', fontsize=FS)
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lims = [0, 2]
plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

plt.figure(4, figsize=(xFigSize,yFigSize))
plt.tick_params(labelsize=20)
plt.scatter(test_labels['omega'],test_predictions[:,1])
plt.xlabel('$\omega$ Actual [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
plt.ylabel('$\omega$ Predicted [$rad/s$]', fontsize=FS)
lims = [-10, 10]
plt.xlim(lims)
plt.ylim(lims)
_ = plt.plot(lims, lims)
plt.show()

# Correlation coeff calculation
r2_value = r2_score(test_labels['v'], test_predictions[:,0])
print('R2 value v = ', r2_value)

r2_value = r2_score(test_labels['omega'], test_predictions[:,1])
print('R2 value omega = ', r2_value)

##############################################################################
#################
#numpy array to dataframe
generatedVREPdata = dataset.assign(v=test_predictions[:,0], omega=test_predictions[:,1])
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VREPsim_filename = "%s_VREPsim.txt" % data_filename[0:-4]
generatedVREPdata.to_csv(VREPsim_filename,sep='\t',index=False,float_format='%.3f')

##############################################################################
#################

print('')
print('Trained NN model: ', model_load)
print('Test dataset: ', data_filename)
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APPENDIX D
PARTICIPANT DATA
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The following provides the steps, trajectories and questions that were asked of each participant
during experimentation.

Experiments conducted by: Amy Costa

Experiment Questions | IRB-0173
Participant Number:
Age:

Gender: Male Female Non-Binary

Height:

Prefer to Not Disclose

Do you have any known balance issues? YES NO

Script: “In this experiment, you will be blindfolded and asked to be use the leader’s cues to
guide you along the path. Both you and the leader will be holding the door knob like handle,
which will be used to relay the information necessary to guide you along the path. There are
multiple paths *point to paths*. We will be running 24 trials total, in blocks of 4. You will not be
guided into objects, and you will not be expected to step over things. After each trial, you will be
asked 2 questions in regards to your performance and the leader’s performance. Do you have
any questions?”
Block 1: 1 2 4 3
“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 1:

Trial 2:

Trial 3:

Trial 4:

End of Block Assessment:
“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”
Block 2: 2 4 3 1
“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 5:

Trial 6:

End of Block Assessment:

Trial 7:

Trial 8:
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“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”

Block 3: 1 3 4 2
“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 9:

Trial 10:

Trial 11:

Trial 12:

End of Block Assessment:
“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”

Block 4: 4 2 1 3
“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 13:

Trial 14:

Trial 15:

Trial 16:

End of Block Assessment:
“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”
Block 5: 4 1 3 2
“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 17:

Trial 18:

Trial 19:

Trial 20:

End of Block Assessment:
“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”
Block 6: 2 1 4 3
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“How good of a job do you think you did during this trial on a scale of 1-10?”
“How good of a job do you think the leader did in guiding you on a scale of 1-10?”
Trial 21:

Trial 22:

Trial 23:

Trial 24:

End of Block Assessment:
“How easy did you find this task overall on a scale of 1-10?”
“How uncomfortable or nervous were you in being guided while blindfolded on a scale of 1-10?”
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The following represents the surveys that were conducted at the end of each experiment block
ID Block Easy Uncomfortable
1

1

8

2

1

2

9

2

1

3

9

1

1

4

9

1

1

5

10

1

1

6

10

1

1

7

10

1 redo of block 3

2

1

1

5

2

2

5

4

2

3

5

3

2

4

7

2

2

5

7

2

2

6

8

1

2

7

8

2

3

1

10

1

3

2

10

1

3

3

10

1

3

4

10

1

3

5

10

1

3

6

10

1

3

7

10

1 redo of block 3

3

8

10

1 redo of block 3 again

4

1

8

2

4

2

8

2

4

3

7

1

4

4

8

1

4

5

7

1

4

6

7

1

4

7

7

1 redo of block 4
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5

1

10

1

5

2

10

1

5

3

10

1

5

4

10

1

5

5

10

1

5

6

10

1

6

1

10

2

6

2

10

3

6

3

10

2

6

4

9

6

5

10

2

6

6

10

2

6

7

10

2 redo of block 2

3 "clunky and sudden" - participant

The following represents the surveys that were conducted at the end of each experiment trial
ID Height Age Gender Block Trial Self Leader
1 5'6

23 Female 1

1

5

6

1 5'6

23 Female 1

2

8

8

1 5'6

23 Female 1

3

8

8

1 5'6

23 Female 1

4

7

8

1 5'6

23 Female 2

5

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 2

6

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 2

7

8

9

1 5'6

23 Female 2

8

7

8

1 5'6

23 Female 3

9

8

9

1 5'6

23 Female 3

10

8

9
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1 5'6

23 Female 3

11

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 3

12

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 4

13

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 4

14

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 4

15

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 4

16

8

9

1 5'6

23 Female 5

17

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 5

18

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 5

19

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 5

20

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 6

21

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 6

22

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 6

23

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 6

24

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 7

25

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 7

26

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 7

27

9

9

1 5'6

23 Female 7

28

9

9

2 5'2

21 Female 1

1

4

1

2 5'2

21 Female 1

2

4

2

2 5'2

21 Female 1

3

4

2

2 5'2

21 Female 1

4

5

3

2 5'2

21 Female 2

5

2

4

redo of block 3
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2 5'2

21 Female 2

6

5

5

2 5'2

21 Female 2

7

7

7

2 5'2

21 Female 2

8

4

6

2 5'2

21 Female 3

9

6

7

2 5'2

21 Female 3

10

8

8

2 5'2

21 Female 3

11

6

7

2 5'2

21 Female 3

12

4

8

2 5'2

21 Female 4

13

5

5

2 5'2

21 Female 4

14

7

8

2 5'2

21 Female 4

15

7

7

2 5'2

21 Female 4

16

7

8

2 5'2

21 Female 5

17

5

6

2 5'2

21 Female 5

18

7

8

2 5'2

21 Female 5

19

6

8

2 5'2

21 Female 5

20

7

7

2 5'2

21 Female 6

21

5

7

2 5'2

21 Female 6

22

8

8

2 5'2

21 Female 6

23

6

7

2 5'2

21 Female 6

24

6

6

2 5'2

21 Female 7

25

8

9

2 5'2

21 Female 7

26

6

7

2 5'2

21 Female 7

27

6

7

2 5'2

21 Female 7

28

7

9

redo of block 4
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2 6'0

21 Male

1

1

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

1

2

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

1

3

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

1

4

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

2

5

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

2

6

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

2

7

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

2

8

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

3

9

7

9

3 6'0

21 Male

3

10

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

3

11

7

9

3 6'0

21 Male

3

12

7

8

3 6'0

21 Male

4

13

7

9

3 6'0

21 Male

4

14

5

9

3 6'0

21 Male

4

15

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

4

16

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

5

17

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

5

18

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

5

19

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

5

20

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

6

21

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

6

22

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

6

23

7

9
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3 6'0

21 Male

6

24

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

7

25

6

10

3 6'0

21 Male

7

26

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

7

27

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

7

28

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

8

29

7

10

3 6'0

21 Male

8

30

8

10

3 6'0

21 Male

8

31

6

9

3 6'0

21 Male

8

32

8

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

1

1

6

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

1

2

8

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

1

3

4

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

1

4

5

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

2

5

7

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

2

6

6

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

2

7

4

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

2

8

2

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

3

9

6

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

3

10

5

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

3

11

8

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

3

12

4

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

4

13

7

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

4

14

6

10

redo of block 3

redo again of block 3
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4 5'11.5 20 Male

4

15

8

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

4

16

7

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

5

17

6

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

5

18

5

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

5

19

4

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

5

20

7

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

6

21

6

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

6

22

6

8

4 5'11.5 20 Male

6

23

8

10

4 5'11.5 20 Male

6

24

5

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

7

25

7

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

7

26

5

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

7

27

6

9

4 5'11.5 20 Male

7

28

4

9

5 5'6

21 Female 1

1

3

7

5 5'6

21 Female 1

2

8

8

5 5'6

21 Female 1

3

8

8

5 5'6

21 Female 1

4

8

8

5 5'6

21 Female 2

5

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 2

6

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 2

7

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 2

8

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 3

9

10 10

redo of block 4
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5 5'6

21 Female 3

10

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 3

11

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 3

12

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 4

13

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 4

14

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 4

15

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 4

16

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 5

17

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 5

18

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 5

19

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 5

20

10 10

5 5'6

21 Female 6

21
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